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Family Home Evening Ideas

This issue contains articles and activities that could be used for family home evening.
The following are two examples.

“Celebrating Family Home Evening,”
page 26: Whether you never miss a week
or this is your first try, consider holding
a special family home evening in honor
of family home evening! You could read
the article to see how families around the
world enjoy spending time with each other
while learning the gospel. Consider discussing how you will achieve your goal of
holding family home evening. How might
you need to adapt it to accommodate your
family’s needs? You might recommit as a
family to make this 100-year tradition a
priority in your own home, regardless of
your situation.

“Finding Help,” page 72: Consider
reading the article together as a family and
then discussing the following questions:
(1) What types of images or media might
children come into contact with? (2) Which
of those would not be good for us to
look at or focus on? (3) What would each
person do in a situation where they see or
hear something they know they shouldn’t?
Discuss the strategies from “Oh No! Now
What?” on page 74 if you need help with
ideas (getting away from the situation,
talking to parents, doing service, etc.).

IN YOUR LANGUAGE
The Liahona and other Church materials are available in many languages at
languages.lds.org. Visit Facebook.com/liahona.magazine to find family home evening
ideas, Sunday lesson helps, and content you can share with friends and family.
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Numbers represent the first page of the article.
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Church callings, 8
Church history, 10
Church membership, 68
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FIRST PRESIDENCY MESSAGE

By President
Dieter F. Uchtdorf
Second Counselor in
the First Presidency

Finish

WITH YOUR TORCH
STILL LIT

I

n ancient Greece, runners competed in a relay race
called a lampadedromia.1 In the race, runners held a
torch in their hand and passed it on to the next runner
until the final member of the team crossed the finish line.
The prize wasn’t awarded to the team that ran fastest—
it was awarded to the first team to reach the finish line with
its torch still lit.
There is a profound lesson here, one taught by prophets ancient and modern: while it is important to start the
race, it is even more important that we finish with our
torch still lit.
Solomon Started Strong

The great King Solomon is an example of someone who
started strong. When he was young, he “loved the Lord,
walking in the statutes of David his father” (1 Kings 3:3).
God was pleased with him and said, “Ask what I shall give
thee” (1 Kings 3:5).
Instead of asking for riches or a long life, Solomon asked
for “an understanding heart to judge thy people, that I may
discern between good and bad” (1 Kings 3:9).
This pleased the Lord so much that He blessed Solomon
not only with wisdom but also with wealth beyond measure and a long life.
Though Solomon was indeed very wise and did many
great things, he did not finish strong. Sadly, later in his
4
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life, “Solomon did evil in the sight of the
Lord, and went not fully after the Lord”
(1 Kings 11:6).
Finishing Our Own Race

How many times have we started
something and not finished? Diets? Exercise programs?
Commitments to read the scriptures daily? Decisions to be
better disciples of Jesus Christ?
How often do we make resolutions in January and pursue them with red-hot determination for a few days, a few
weeks, or even a few months only to find that by October,
the flame of our commitment is little more than cold ash?
One day I ran across a funny picture of a dog lying next
to a piece of paper he had shredded. It read, “Certificate of
Dog-Obedience Training.”
We are like that sometimes.
We have good intentions; we start strong; we want to be
our best self. But in the end we leave our resolutions shredded, discarded, and forgotten.
It’s human nature to stumble, fail, and sometimes want
to drop out of the race. But as disciples of Jesus Christ,
we have committed not only to begin the race but also to
finish it—and finish it with our torch still burning brightly.
The Savior promised His disciples, “He that shall endure
unto the end, the same shall be saved” (Matthew 24:13).

Let me paraphrase what the Savior has promised in our
day: If we keep His commandments and finish with our
torch still lit, we will have eternal life, which is the greatest of
all the gifts of God (see D&C 14:7; see also 2 Nephi 31:20).

As long as we continue to rise up
and move toward our Savior, we win
the race with our torches burning
brightly.
For the torch is not about us or
about what we do.
It is about the Savior of the world.
And that is a Light that can never
be dimmed. It is a Light that swallows
the darkness, heals our wounds, and
blazes even in the midst of the deepest
sorrow and unfathomable darkness.
It is a Light that surpasses
understanding.
May each of us finish the path we
have begun. And with the help of our
Savior and Redeemer, Jesus Christ, we
will finish joyfully and with our torches still lit. ◼
NOTE

1. Harpers Dictionary of Classical Antiquities (1898), “Lampadedromia,”
www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper. Pausanias describes a different torch
race in which torchbearers, possibly one from each tribe, did not hand
off their torch. But as in the lampadedromia, the winner was the first
to reach the race’s end with his torch still lit.

PHOTOGRAPH BY COMSTOCK/STOCKBYTE/THINKSTOCK

The Light That Never Dies

Sometimes after stumbling, failing, or even giving up,
we get discouraged and believe our light has gone out
and our race is lost. But I testify that the Light of Christ
cannot be extinguished. It shines in the darkest night and
will relight our hearts if only we incline our hearts to Him
(see 1 Kings 8:58).
No matter how often or how far we fall, the Light of
Christ ever burns brightly. And even in the deepest night, if
we but step toward Him, His light will consume the shadows and reignite our souls.
This race of discipleship is not a sprint; it’s a marathon.
And it makes little difference how fast we go. In fact, the
only way we can lose the race is by finally giving in or
giving up.

TEACHING FROM THIS MESSAGE

C

onsider encouraging those you teach to reflect on
where they are in their “races” of life. Are their

torches burning brightly? You could read the phrase
that says the Light of Christ is “a Light that swallows
the darkness, heals our wounds, and blazes even in the
midst of the deepest sorrow and unfathomable darkness.” Then consider discussing with those you teach
how the Light of Christ has influenced their lives in the
past and how it influences their lives now.
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YOUTH
Fuel Your Torch: The 30-Day Trial

F

or youth in the Church with busy lives, it can be easy to
get stuck in a rut of routine, especially with spiritual things.
We read our scriptures, pray, and worship the same way
almost every day and then wonder why we seem to be in a
spiritual slump.
One of the best ways to keep your spiritual torch burning
brightly is to make sure you’re having meaningful spiritual
experiences. But that is easier said than
done, so here is a suggestion to help
you continue to spiritually progress:
Think of a gospel-related activity you’ve
never done before (or hardly ever do)
and commit to doing it every day for
a month. You can start small because
you’ll find that it’s easier to turn small

changes into lasting ones. Doing things that take us out of
our spiritual comfort zone might require more faith and
effort on our part, but when we do them, we are inviting the
Holy Ghost to be with us, and we are showing greater faith in
Heavenly Father and a desire to draw nearer to Him. Here are
a few ideas to get you started:
• Make a goal to say your prayers morning and night. Try
praying out loud.
•	Wake up 15 minutes early and read
your scriptures before school.
• Read past general conference talks.
•	Post a scripture from the Book of
Mormon on social media.
•	Listen to hymns or Church music
instead of your regular music.

CHILDREN
Make Your Torch Brighter

A

long time ago in Greece, there was a race where the
runners held lit torches. Whoever ran the whole race
with the torch still lit was the winner. President Uchtdorf says

Smile or say
hi to someone who
looks lonely

Take care
of your body
Stay angry
at someone

life is like that race. The torch we hold is the Light of Christ.
When we try to be like Jesus Christ, we make our torches
burn brighter.
Obey the
prophet

Make fun of
your brother
or sister

Give up
when you make
a mistake

Help someone

FIN ISH

Color in the circles of
things this boy can do to
be like Jesus and make his
torch brighter.

ILLUSTRATION BY SIMONE SHIN

SCHOOL

VISITING TEACHING MESSAGE

Prayerfully study this material and seek to know what to share. How will understanding the
divine attributes of the Savior increase your faith in Him and bless those you watch over through
visiting teaching? For more information, go to reliefsociety.lds.org.

Faith, Family, Relief

Divine Attributes
of Jesus Christ:
Filled with Charity
and Love

From Our History
“A sister who had recently
been widowed was grateful for
visiting teachers who mourned
with her and comforted her. She
wrote: ‘I was in desperate need
of someone to whom I could
reach out; someone who would

This is part of a series of Visiting Teaching Messages
featuring divine attributes of the Savior.

listen to me. . . . And they lis-

T

THE INFLUENCE OF RIGHTEOUS WOMEN, BY JULIE ROGERS

he Guide to the Scriptures defines
charity as “the highest, noblest,
strongest kind of love” (“Charity”).
It is the pure love of Jesus Christ. As
we learn of Jesus Christ and strive to
become like Him, we will begin to
feel His pure love in our lives and
be prompted to love and serve others as He would. “Charity is having
patience with someone who has let
us down,” said President Thomas S.
Monson. “It is resisting the impulse to
become offended easily. It is accepting
weaknesses and shortcomings. It is
accepting people as they truly are. It is
looking beyond physical appearances
to attributes that will not dim through
time. It is resisting the impulse to categorize others.” 1
In the Book of Mormon, we learn
the great truth that we “pray unto the

tened. They comforted me. They
wept with me. And they hugged
me . . . [and] helped me out of
the deep despair and depression of those first months of
loneliness.’

Father with all the energy of heart,
that [we] may be filled with this love,
which he hath bestowed upon all
who are true followers of his Son,
Jesus Christ; that [we] may become
the sons [and daughters] of God; that
when he shall appear we shall be like
him, for we shall see him as he is;
that we may have this hope; that we
may be purified even as he is pure”
(Moroni 7:48).

Additional Scriptures

John 13:34–35; 1 Corinthians 13:1–13;
1 Nephi 11:21–23; Ether 12:33–34

“Another woman summed up
her feelings when she was the
recipient of true charity from a
visiting teacher: ‘I knew that I
was more than just a number on
the record books for her to visit. I
knew that she cared about me.’” 2
Like these sisters, many Latterday Saints around the world can
attest to the truth of this statement by President Boyd K. Packer
(1924–2015), President of the
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles:
“How consoling it is to know that
no matter where [a family may]
go, a Church family awaits them.
From the day they arrive, he
will belong to a quorum of the
priesthood and she will belong

Consider This

to Relief Society.” 3

How is Christ our perfect example
of love and charity?

NOTES

1. Thomas S. Monson, “Charity Never Faileth,”
Ensign or Liahona, Nov. 2010, 124.
2. Daughters in My Kingdom: The History and
Work of Relief Society (2011), 119–120.
3. Daughters in My Kingdom, 87.
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SERVING IN THE CHURCH

WAS I DOING ENOUGH?
By Brooke Barton

A

t the age of 23, I was called as
a Relief Society president in our
married student ward. I remember
the inadequacies I felt, coupled with
the desire to do my best. I was eager
and excited to serve but doubted my
ability to be a good leader.
After a few months as the Relief
Society president, I felt that I wasn’t
doing enough. I wanted to be able
to connect with the sisters and be in
tune with their individual needs, but I
felt that I was coming up short.
I talked with my bishop and
expressed my concerns. I explained
how I just couldn’t reach all of the
sisters I wanted to. I described how
I wished that I had five of me to get
the job done the way I thought it
should be. I tried to keep my concerns light and humorous, but my
eyes quickly filled with tears of discouragement. He smiled and offered
some of the best leadership advice I
have ever received.
“Are you familiar with the story
of the shepherd who, upon losing
one of his flock, left ‘the ninety and
nine’ to find it?” he asked (see Luke
15:4–7). I nodded.
8
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“There seems to be so much wisdom in that parable,” he continued.
“The shepherd knew that the ninety
and nine would be all right if he left
them to look for the one lost sheep.”
Then my bishop offered the following advice:

“You see, the ninety and nine have
a great way of looking after each
other when you’re gone. They will
buoy each other up and hold together
very well. I suggest that you concentrate on the ones who seem lost. The
rest will be OK.”
I felt a strong witness that what he
had told me was true and that I didn’t
need to worry about the entire flock all
at once. My purpose was to find those
who were lost and to invite them back
into the fold. In that way, Heavenly
Father’s purposes could be brought to
pass, and I could be a tool in His hands.
As I heeded the bishop’s counsel, I
felt a greater measure of understanding of how the Lord would have me
serve in His kingdom. I also received
spiritual fulfillment that strengthened me in my calling because I was
serving as the Savior had instructed.
Through the power of the Holy Ghost,
my bishop had given me a great gift
of understanding and insight.
I testify that as we pray and seek
inspiration from our priesthood leaders, they will be inspired to show us
how to lead in righteous ways. ◼
The author lives in Utah, USA.

COMPOSITE PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY MIKE BOYLAND/ISTOCK/THINKSTOCK AND OLEKSIY FEDOROV/HEMERA/THINKSTOCK

A lesson about lost sheep helped me understand
how to best fulfill my calling.

REFLECTIONS

PUMPKINS OR MELONS?
By Rachel Cox

Sometimes there isn’t a wrong choice.
There’s just a choice.

ILLUSTRATION BY CAROLYN VIBBERT

M

y father was quite surprised to
discover that the pumpkin seeds
he planted last year decided to sprout
in the middle of the melon patch this
summer. The melons were coming
along quite well—but so were the
pumpkins. So well, in fact, that my
father was tempted to let the pumpkin
plants continue to grow. Yet he knew
if he did, the pumpkins would stifle
the growth of the melons.
So he had a choice to make. He
could either pull up the pumpkins
so the melons would have a better
chance of flourishing or let the pumpkin plants grow and watch them
possibly crowd out the melon plants,
which would likely produce a lesser
product from both. Pumpkins or
melons? This choice was between two
good options.
In weighing the two, my father
decided to pull up the prosperous
pumpkin plants. Not only were they
late to sprout, but he decided that he
wanted the planned melons more than
he wanted the surprise pumpkins.

This experience prompted me to
think about the choices we make,
particularly in our relationships with
others. Whether with our family,
our friends, our employer, or those
we date or marry, when a choice is
between two good things, recognizing
the right or best option is sometimes
difficult, especially when we want to
avoid making wrong choices. Fear of
making the wrong choice sometimes
paralyzes us, and that fear can inhibit
us from moving forward in faith. But
the truth is, sometimes there isn’t a
wrong choice. There’s just a choice. In
my father’s case, he based his decision
on what he valued more. He hated to
see the pumpkins die, but he knew he
would regret the damage they would
do to the melons later.

In life, some choices we face often
don’t matter, such as, what food should
I eat for breakfast? What color of dress
should I wear today? When faced with
a choice between two good things, we
might do as my father did and simply
ask, “What do I value more?” Then
make a decision and move forward in
faith, trusting the Lord to correct us if
we are somehow wrong.
But some choices do matter a lot.
President Thomas S. Monson once
said: “Decisions are constantly before
us. To make them wisely, courage
is needed—the courage to say no,
the courage to say yes. Decisions do
determine destiny” (“The Three Rs
of Choice,” Ensign or Liahona, Nov.
2010, 68). When faced with these
kinds of choices, a better question
to ask is, “What does the Lord value
more?” If we know the answer to
that question, all we need do is align
our values with His and then follow through with that choice. It will
always be the right one. ◼
The author lives in Utah, USA.
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JOSEPH
THE

Seer

The historical record clarifies how
Joseph Smith fulfilled his role as a seer
and translated the Book of Mormon.

JOSEPH SMITH, ATTRIBUTED TO DAVID ROGERS, COURTESY OF COMMUNITY OF CHRIST LIBRARY-ARCHIVES, INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

By Richard E. Turley Jr., Assistant Church Historian and Recorder,
Robin S. Jensen and Mark Ashurst-McGee, Church History Department

O

n April 6, 1830, the day Joseph Smith organized the Church of Christ
(later to be called The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints),1 he
proclaimed the words of a revelation to those assembled. “Behold,” the
voice of God declared in it, “there shall be a record kept among you; and in it thou
[ Joseph Smith] shalt be called a seer” (D&C 21:1).
The most visible sign of Joseph Smith’s role as a seer in the newly formed Church
was the Book of Mormon, which he repeatedly explained was translated “by the
gift and power of God.” 2 Many of those closest to Joseph in the year before the
Church’s organization had witnessed the process by which the Book of Mormon
came forth and had some understanding of the meaning of the word seer.
The Meaning of Seer

What did seer mean to the young prophet and his contemporaries? Joseph was
raised in a family that read the Bible, which mentions seers repeatedly. In 1 Samuel,
for example, the writer explains: “Beforetime in Israel, when a man went to inquire
of God, thus he spake, Come, and let us go to the seer: for he that is now called a
Prophet was beforetime called a Seer” (1 Samuel 9:9).
The Bible also mentions people receiving spiritual manifestations by means of
physical objects such as rods,3 a brass serpent on a pole (which became a widespread symbol of the medical profession),4 an ephod (a part of the priestly clothing
that included two precious stones),5 and the Urim and Thummim.6
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COURTESY OF CHURCH HISTORY LIBRARY

Joseph and his wife, Emma Hale Smith, lived in the singlestory portion of this home during part of the translation of
the Book of Mormon. The two-story structure on the right of
the home was a later addition.

“Seeing” and “seers” were part of the American and
family culture in which Joseph Smith grew up. Steeped in
the language of the Bible and a mixture of Anglo-European
cultures brought over by immigrants to North America,
some people in the early 19th century believed it was possible for gifted individuals to “see,” or receive spiritual manifestations, through material objects such as seer stones.7
The young Joseph Smith accepted such familiar folk
ways of his day, including the idea of using seer stones
to view lost or hidden objects. Since the biblical narrative
showed God using physical objects to focus people’s faith
or communicate spiritually in ancient times, Joseph and
others assumed the same for their day. Joseph’s parents,
Joseph Smith Sr. and Lucy Mack Smith, affirmed the
family’s immersion in this culture and their use of physical objects in this way, and the villagers of Palmyra and
Manchester, New York, where the Smiths lived, sought
out Joseph to find lost objects before he moved to
Pennsylvania in late 1827.8
For those without an understanding of how 19th-century
people in Joseph’s region lived their religion, seer stones
can be unfamiliar, and scholars have long debated this
period of his life. Partly as a result of the Enlightenment or
Age of Reason, a period that emphasized science and the
observable world over spiritual matters, many in Joseph’s
day came to feel that the use of physical objects such as
stones or rods was superstitious or inappropriate for religious purposes.
In later years, as Joseph told his remarkable story, he
emphasized his visions and other spiritual experiences.9
Some of his former associates focused on his early use of
12 L i a h o n a

For thousands of members
during his lifetime and
millions since his death,
Joseph Smith has been
known as prophet, seer,
and revelator.

seer stones in an effort to destroy his reputation in a world
that increasingly rejected such practices. In their proselyting efforts, Joseph and other early members chose not to
focus on the influence of folk culture, as many prospective
converts were experiencing a transformation in how they
understood religion in the Age of Reason. In what became
canonized revelations, however, Joseph continued to teach
that seer stones and other seeric devices, as well as the
ability to work with them, were important and sacred gifts
from God.10
Instruments Used to Translate the Book of Mormon

Seer stones also appear in historical accounts describing
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon translation. Joseph’s
official history, begun in 1838, describes the visit of an
angel, identified as Moroni, who told him about golden
plates buried in a nearby hill. Joseph recounts that while
he was conversing with the angel, a “vision was opened”
so clearly in his mind that he “knew the place” when later
seeing it in person ( Joseph Smith—History 1:42).
In the history Joseph began drafting in 1838, Moroni
warns him “that Satan would try to tempt me (in consequence of the indigent circumstances of my father’s family),
to get the plates for the purpose of getting rich.” This the
angel forbade, Joseph recounts, saying that if he had “any
other motive” than building God’s kingdom, he “could not
get them” ( Joseph Smith—History 1:46). In his earlier 1832
history, Joseph explains, “I . . . saught the Plates to obtain
riches and kept not the commandme[n]t that I should have
an eye single to the Glory of God.” 11 As a result, he was
required to return to the hill annually for four years until

“to the knowledge of the covenants” that God
made with their ancestors (2 Nephi 3:6, 7).
In another Book of Mormon account, Alma
the Younger gives the interpreters to his son
Helaman. “Preserve these interpreters,” Alma
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he was prepared to receive the plates (see
Joseph Smith—History 1:53–54).
Joseph related that when he finally
obtained the plates from Moroni in 1827, he
also received two stones to be used in translating them. He and close acquaintances left
accounts of these stones, describing them
as white or clear in appearance, set in silver
bows or rims like modern eyeglasses or spectacles, and connected to a large breastplate.12
As described, this seeric device would have
been bulky. Joseph Smith’s mother said that
he detached the stones from the breastplate
for convenience while using them.13
The text of the Book of Mormon calls
these stones “interpreters” and explains that
they “were prepared from the beginning,
and were handed down from generation to
generation, for the purpose of interpreting
languages,” being “kept and preserved by the
hand of the Lord” (Mosiah 28:14‒15, 20).
The book also recounts how the Lord gave
“two stones” to the brother of Jared, with a
promise that they would aid future generations
to recover his words. “Write these things and
seal them up,” the Lord directs him, “and I will
show them in mine own due time unto the children of men.” These stones, the Lord explains,
“shall magnify to the eyes of men these things
which ye shall write” (Ether 3:24, 27).
By the time Joseph Smith finished dictating his translation of the Book of Mormon to
scribes in mid-1829, the meaning of seer had
been further clarified in the text. The Book
of Mormon contains a prophecy attributed
to Joseph of Egypt declaring that one of his
descendants—clearly Joseph Smith—would
be “a choice seer” bringing other descendants

counsels him, referring to the two stones in
silver bows. But Alma also quotes a prophecy
that appears to refer to a single stone: “And
the Lord said: I will prepare unto my servant
Gazelem, a stone, which shall shine forth in
darkness unto light” (Alma 37:21, 23).
Notably, although given in the context of
“interpreters” (plural), this prophecy speaks
about giving a future servant “a stone” (singular), “which shall shine forth in darkness unto
light.”14 Early Latter-day Saints believed this
prophesied servant was Joseph Smith.15
In fact, historical evidence shows that in
addition to the two seer stones known as
“interpreters,” Joseph Smith used at least one
other seer stone in translating the Book of
Mormon, often placing it into a hat in order
to block out light. According to Joseph’s
contemporaries, he did this in order to better
view the words on the stone.16

Detail from a page of the
original Book of Mormon
manuscript containing the
departure of Lehi’s family
from Jerusalem in what is
today 1 Nephi 2. Joseph
Smith dictated the Book
of Mormon to several
scribes, including Oliver
Cowdery, who was the
scribe for these lines.
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THE ANGEL MORONI DELIVERING THE PLATES TO JOSEPH SMITH, BY C. C. A. CHRISTENSEN

Members of the Church throughout its history have sought to
understand the early history of Joseph Smith and his finding
and translating the golden plates. This image by artist C. C. A.
Christensen in 1886 depicts Joseph Smith obtaining the plates
from the angel Moroni.

By 1833, Joseph Smith and his associates began using
the biblical term “Urim and Thummim” to refer to any
stones used to receive divine revelations, including both
the Nephite interpreters and the single seer stone.17 This
imprecise terminology has complicated attempts to reconstruct the exact method by which Joseph Smith translated
the Book of Mormon. In addition to using the interpreters,
according to Martin Harris, Joseph also used one of his
seer stones for convenience during the Book of Mormon
translation. Other sources corroborate Joseph’s changing
translation instruments.18
After the Book of Mormon Was Published

Following the publication of the Book of Mormon in
March 1830, Joseph Smith and his clerks began work on
what is now known as the Joseph Smith Translation of the
Bible, a prophetic revision of the King James Version.19 By
Joseph’s account, using the Nephite interpreters for this
translation project was not an option because he no longer
had them.
Joseph’s history explains that “by the wisdom of God, [the
plates and interpreters] remained safe in my hands, until I
had accomplished by them what was required at my hand.
When, according to arrangements, the messenger called for
14 L i a h o n a

them, I delivered them up to him; and he has them in his
charge until this day” ( Joseph Smith—History 1:60).
As President Brigham Young (1801–77) explained it,
“Joseph put the U[rim and] T[hummim] back with the plates
when he [h]ad done translating.” 20
Joseph had other seer stones, but in the words of Elder
Orson Pratt (1811–81), a member of the Quorum of the
Twelve Apostles and later Church Historian, Joseph had
also matured by this time in his spiritual understanding.
At a meeting on June 28, 1874, attended by President
Brigham Young and many other General Authorities,
Elder Pratt told his audience about being “present many
times” when Joseph Smith “was translating the New
Testament.” Seeing no interpretive instruments in use
during the translation process, he wondered why Joseph
“did not use the Urim and Thummim, as in translating the
Book of Mormon.”
As Elder Pratt watched the Prophet translate, “Joseph,
as if he read his thoughts, looked up and explained that
the Lord gave him the Urim and Thummim when he was
inexperienced in the Spirit of inspiration. But now he had
advanced so far that he understood the operations of that
Spirit, and did not need the assistance of that instrument.” 21
Brigham Young told an audience of his thoughts about
receiving a seer stone. “I don’t [k]no[w] that I have ever had
a desire to have one,” he reflected.22 Brigham’s statement
expressed his understanding that seer stones were not
essential to being a seer.
On October 25, 1831, Joseph Smith attended a conference in Orange, Ohio. During the conference, his brother
Hyrum said he “thought best that the information of the
coming forth of the book of Mormon be related by Joseph
himself to the Elders present that all might know for themselves.” According to the minutes of the meeting, Joseph
“said that it was not intended to tell the world all the particulars of the coming forth of the book of Mormon” and
“that it was not expedient for him to relate these things.” 23
Having matured in his role as seer and coming to believe
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WHAT HAPPENED TO THE SEER STONE?

Phineas Young, sitting in the middle of the
Young brothers and to Brigham Young’s left,
acquired a seer stone used in translating the
Book of Mormon from Oliver Cowdery and
gave it to his brother Brigham.

A

ccording to Joseph Smith’s history, he returned the Urim and
Thummim, or Nephite “interpreters,” to the angel. But what

became of the other seer stone or stones that Joseph used in translating
the Book of Mormon?
David Whitmer wrote that “after the translation of the Book of
Mormon was finished, early in the spring of 1830, before April 6th,
Joseph gave the stone to Oliver Cowdery and told me as well as the rest
that he was through with it, and he did not use the stone any more.” 1
Oliver, who was outside the Church for a decade until being rebap-

tized in 1848, planned to go west to be with the Saints in Utah, but he
died in 1850 in Richmond, Missouri, before making the trip.2 Phineas
Young, who had helped bring Oliver Cowdery back into the Church,
obtained the seer stone from Oliver’s widow, who was David Whitmer’s
sister, Elizabeth Ann Whitmer Cowdery. Phineas in turn gave it to his
brother Brigham Young.3
“I have Joseph[’]s 1st Seer Stone which I [h]ad from O[liver]
C[owdery],” President Young acknowledged in 1853. There were others
as well. “Joseph [h]ad 3 which Emma has,” he added, “2 small ones and
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1 large one.” 4 Two years later, Brigham Young told a group of assem-

The stone pictured here has long been associated with Joseph Smith and the Book of
Mormon translation. The stone Joseph Smith
used in the Book of Mormon translation effort
was often referred to as a chocolate-colored
stone with an oval shape. This stone passed
from Joseph Smith to Oliver Cowdery and then
to the Church through Brigham Young and
others.

bled Church leaders that “Oliver sent me Joseph’s first Seer stone, Oliver
always kept it until he sent it to me.” 5
After Brigham Young died, one of his wives, Zina D. H. Young, who
later became the third Relief Society general president, obtained a
chocolate-colored seer stone from his estate that matched descriptions of the stone Joseph used to translate the Book of Mormon, and
donated it to the Church.6 Since that time, subsequent Church leaders
have acknowledged the Church’s ownership of the seer stone.7
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In 1883, The Contributor,
a magazine published by
the Church, highlighted
the Three Witnesses of
the Book of Mormon.
Latter-day Saints have
long recognized the crucial role each man played
in helping Joseph Smith
translate and publish the
Book of Mormon.

that seer stones were not essential to revelation, perhaps he worried that people might
focus too much on how the book came forth
and too little on the book itself.
The most salient point Joseph Smith made
about the translation of the Book of Mormon
was that he did it “by the gift and power of
God.” 24 The book itself, he taught Church
leaders, “was the most correct of any Book on
earth & the keystone of our religion,” and by
obeying its precepts, readers would get “nearer
to [G]od . . . than [by] any other book.” 25 ◼

ILLUSTRATING THE TRANSLATION PROCESS

O

ver the years, artists have sought to portray the Book
of Mormon translation, showing the participants in

many settings and poses with different material objects.
Each artistic interpretation is based upon its artist’s own
JOSEPH SMITH TRANSLATING THE BOOK OF MORMON, BY DEL PARSON

views, research, and imagination, sometimes aided by input
and direction from others. Here are a few scenes produced
throughout the years.

Artist’s portrayal of Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery
working on the translation of the Book of Mormon.
Unlike what is depicted here, Oliver Cowdery stated that
he did not see the plates until after the translation was
finished. Witnesses of the process reported that during
the translation, the plates were shielded from view, such
as by being covered with a linen cloth.

TRANSLATION OF THE PLATES, BY EARL JONES, COURTESY OF CHURCH HISTORY MUSEUM

Artist’s rendition of
Joseph Smith studying
the plates. Joseph recalled
that he “copied a considerable number” of
characters from the plates.
After he translated these
characters “by means of
the Urim and Thummim,”
Martin Harris took the
characters to Charles
Anthon and other scholars
to confirm the translation
(Joseph Smith—History
1:62–64).

ILLUSTRATION BY ROBERT T. BARRETT

Artist’s rendition of Joseph Smith
translating while wearing the breastplate with the attached interpreters
or spectacles, later referred to as the
Urim and Thummim.

Artist’s depiction of Joseph Smith and a scribe translating with a blanket
between them. Although no blanket is mentioned in most descriptions
of the translation process, one was apparently used at an early point
to shield the scribe from a view of the plates, spectacles, or breastplate.
During the latter part of the translation effort, a blanket may have been
used to shield the translator and scribe from other individuals curious to
observe the translation.

Words
TO CHANGE OUR
World

By Norman C. Hill

A district council
in Ghana
demonstrates
how counseling
together
and using
local resources
can create
opportunities
for personal
growth and
service to others.
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ister Vida Osei of Ghana wanted to learn to read and write English. She
had tried community programs a number of times but had become discouraged and quit within weeks. Then one Sunday while attending meetings at
the Second Branch, she learned that the Asamankese District was sponsoring an
English literacy program. She decided to take a chance and enroll.
She soon found that this program was different. She would be able to attend
with friends from church. Scriptures are used as study materials, so she would
learn English and the gospel at the same time.
Two months after starting the class, Vida gave her first prayer in a class—ever.
Three months after starting, she gave her first-ever talk in sacrament meeting,
partially in Twi, a local African language, and partially in English. Four months after
beginning, she began writing in a tattered notebook the orders, costs, and prices
for her work as a self-employed seamstress. She made fewer mistakes with customers, got lower prices from vendors, and made more money than she had before in
any previous month.
“I was too shy to attend a literacy class with just anyone,” she said. “But when
the literacy class was held at the meetinghouse with members I knew, it gave me
the courage to try again. And now I can read the scriptures and improve my business
by reading and writing English.”
In sub-Saharan Africa, many people, especially women, do not know how to read
and write. Illiteracy is so widespread that an old African proverb says, “If you
want to hide something, write it in a book.” For Latter-day Saint women like
Vida, however, literacy is on the rise.

ILLUSTRATION BY TAYLOR CALLERY

President, Ghana Accra West Mission

Participants, family members, and friends celebrate
at graduation ceremonies
for the district-sponsored
literacy program.

Challenges to Overcome

Limited infrastructure and limited public education in
most sub-Saharan countries means limited opportunities,
especially for girls. Because of the high cost of schooling
and girls’ restricted status in society, to many people reading
seems an unattainable skill. In Ghana, for example, although
English is the official language, estimates say that less than
half of adult women speak English. In rural Ghana, two-thirds
of adult women are illiterate.
“Most adult women in our towns and villages do
not speak English,” says Seth Oppong, president of the
Abomosu District in the Ghana Accra West Mission. “Our
local language, Twi, has been a verbal language for centuries. Only recently has an alphabet for Twi been created,
so few people read it, either.”
“Sisters must rely on others—mostly their husbands
if they are married, or on word of mouth from friends if
they are not married—to understand gospel principles and
Church policies,” explains Georgina Amoaka, the district
Relief Society president. “Many have great desires to serve,
but they cannot read manuals or magazines so their opportunities to participate at church are limited.”
Counsel from the Council

Since women do not speak English in their homes or
at the market, Church participation provides their main
incentive to learn the language. Yet both long-time members and new converts may encounter family resistance
concerning literacy programs. The district council discussed this concern, and then President Oppong spoke
to priesthood and auxiliary leaders in each branch about
a district-wide approach to literacy training. While open
to all women in the community, the program would focus
on women in the Church. Rather than inviting individuals separately, invitations would be extended to attend
in groups—for example, Relief Society and Primary
20 L i a h o n a

presidencies would attend together so they could support
each other.
Based on discussions with the branches, district leadership
decided to hold literacy classes at each branch on Sundays
as well as twice during the week. After a concentrated
six-month effort, certificates of completion would be
awarded to those who attended regularly and completed
required homework.
Resources Adapted to Needs

“One of the challenges was to find a way to teach reading
and writing to people who have only a spoken language,”
explains Elder Jim Dalton, a senior missionary serving in the
district. “Because of Twi’s long tradition as a spoken-butnot-written language, most people who speak it don’t know
how to write it, so we had to start with learning to write.”
Ransford Darkwah of the Abomosu District high council worked with two returned missionaries, Francis Ansah
and Cecelia Amankwah, to use a locally produced manual.
Participants were shown pictures and asked to write about
what they saw. This helped them develop basic writing
skills while learning to think in English. Once some basic
abilities were in place, more advanced learning resources
could then be used.
Preparation and Innovation

Before the program began, literacy specialists trained
instructors not only in learning methods but also in how to
teach practical hygiene and family life skills. But even the
best training couldn’t have foreseen some of challenges
encountered once classes began: frequent power outages
in the area made evening classes difficult to conduct,
rumors that unruly gold miners were roaming the streets
at night created anxiety, and occasionally those with keys
were unable to arrive on time to open church buildings.
Once again, the district council discussed what needed

to be done. In response to their counsel,
groups of participants began coming to
class together. They were given flashlights to
help them safely walk along footpaths. Local
leaders authorized use of generators to power
lights at church buildings at night. Welltrusted members who lived near buildings
were entrusted with keys so they could open
buildings on time.
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Presentations at Graduation

Sixty-one members and investigators began
the program. Forty-three completed all of the
sessions and homework. At graduation, they
were invited to give short presentations.
“Before the literacy program began, I
could not read at all,” said Sandra Obeng
Amoh of the Sankubenase Branch. “When
my husband traveled for work, I never had
family home evening. Some weeks ago when
he was gone, my oldest son helped me read
the manual and I gave a lesson in English to
my children. Since then I have done so every
week that my husband is not at home.”
Prosper Gyekete, who despite limited
English skills has remained a faithful member
in the Abomosu Second Branch, read a threesentence testimony he wrote himself. He said
he could not read or write before the class but
now he can help his young children with their
homework. “Thanks to what I have learned,”
he said, “I can be a better father.”
“Now I can read the scriptures by myself,”
said Kwaku Sasu of the Kwabeng Branch.
“Before, I knew the Book of Mormon was
true even though I could not read it. Now I

know it is true as I read it. My testimony is
growing and growing.”
The members of the Asunafo Branch Relief
Society presidency said they dedicated each
Thursday to speaking to each other only in
English. “It made some conversations longer
that day because we could not think of the
right words to say to each other,” said Evelyn
Agyeiwaa, Relief Society president. “But we
soon began translating for each other, finding the right words to say. Because we were
learning together, none of us were embarrassed or afraid to say the wrong words. We
simply helped each other.”
Benefits Abound

Women who completed the Abomosu
District literacy program said they felt better
about themselves and were more likely to
participate in church. They became more
willing to accept callings, read the scriptures,
and teach both at church and at home. Some
men also completed the program. Mostly
subsistence farmers, they said they are now
better able to calculate costs and sales of their
produce, help children with their homework,
and read the scriptures on their own and with
their families.
Encouraged by the success in Abomosu,
the neighboring Asamankese District has
launched its own literacy program.
“Being able to read and write is changing
our lives and the lives of our children,” said
Gladis Aseidu of the Sankubenase Branch.
“Words are changing our world, and we
thank our Father in Heaven.” ◼

INSPIRED
SELF-RELIANCE
“There is no one-sizefits-all answer in Church
welfare. It is a self-help
program where individuals are responsible for
personal self-reliance.
Our resources include
personal prayer, our
own God-given talents
and abilities, the assets
available to us through
our own families and
extended family members, various community
resources, and of course
the caring support of
priesthood quorums and
the Relief Society. . . .
“In the end you must
do in your area what
disciples of Christ have
done in every dispensation: counsel together,
use all resources available, seek the inspiration of the Holy Ghost,
ask the Lord for His
confirmation, and then
roll up your sleeves and
go to work.”
President Dieter F. Uchtdorf,
Second Counselor in the First
Presidency, “Providing in the
Lord’s Way,” Ensign or Liahona,
Nov. 2011, 53–56.
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TeachingYouth
HOW TO LEAD IN
THE SAVIOR’S WAY

Our youth are not just future leaders.
They are leaders today. We can help them
lead like the Savior.

T

o parents and leaders of youth, Elder David A.
Bednar of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles
spoke of the delicate balance we need to find:
“Invite the young people to act. You have to be there, but
you’ve got to get out of the way. You have to provide direction without taking over.” 1
Parents and leaders can help young men and young
women learn principles that will prepare them to lead in
righteousness and to build the kingdom of God on the
earth.
When I was 14, I met some young women who were
excellent leaders. At that time, my family moved across
the United States and became members of a new ward. I
do not remember who served in the Mia Maid class presidency, but I clearly remember that the young women
were particularly kind to me. They sincerely embraced
a scared and scrawny new girl as a long-lost friend and
made me feel welcome. Coming from Delaware, where
I was the only Mormon girl in my junior high school
and where the only other Mormon girl I knew lived an
hour’s drive from my home, I thought, “This must be what
heaven is like!”

By Carol F.
McConkie
First Counselor in
the Young Women
General Presidency

For the first time in my life, I had a circle of friends
who lived the standards in For the Strength of Youth,
invited me to participate in activities, and shared their testimonies of the gospel with me. Their examples of lovingkindness did more to secure me to The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints at that time than any talk or
lesson could have done. In their love and Christlike light,
they were the message of the gospel of Christ, and they
were the ones to lead and guide me into His fold.
What was it that made my new friends great leaders?
A young missionary defined leadership very simply. He
said: “We have to be in the right place at the right time
doing the will of the Lord and helping the person who is
in need of our help. That is what makes us a leader.” 2 By
virtue of who they are and the Light of Christ that shines
in them, faithful young men and young women throughout this Church have the capacity to lead in the Savior’s
way and “help other people become true followers of . . .
Jesus Christ.” 3
As leaders we lead, guide, and walk beside our young
men and young women. But it is the class and quorum
presidencies who are responsible for leading and directing
the work of their classes and quorums, including selecting
Sunday lessons and planning weekday activities. Class and
quorum leaders are called and set apart under the direction of those who hold priesthood keys; thus they have the
authority to lead and to strengthen the other youth. They
follow the example of the Savior and learn to serve as He
served and to minister as He did.
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Opportunities for Youth Leadership

Leadership begins in the home. “Doing our duty to God
as parents and leaders begins with leading by example—
consistently and diligently living gospel principles at
home,” taught Elder Robert D. Hales of the Quorum of
the Twelve Apostles. “This takes daily determination and
diligence.” 4 Parents teach the doctrine of Christ. They help
youth set and accomplish goals. Personal Progress and
Duty to God help youth strengthen their testimonies of
Jesus Christ, be prepared to make and keep sacred covenants, and fulfill their divine roles and responsibilities in
the family, the home, and the Church.
At church, Aaronic Priesthood and Young Women leaders
can help the youth serving in quorum and class presidencies
understand their sacred duties and magnify their callings to
nurture and strengthen all other quorum and class members.
As adult leaders, we prepare youth to conduct quorum
and class meetings and Mutual activities. We meet with
youth in presidency meetings as they determine ways to
minister to those who are struggling, to include all youth
in Sunday lessons, and to plan activities, service projects,
camps, and youth conferences.

We encourage youth presidencies to help all quorum
and class members participate in every aspect of the work
of salvation, including member missionary work, convert
retention, activation of less-active members, temple and
family history work, and teaching the gospel.5 Youth presidencies help all young men and young women learn the
joy and the blessing of serving in the name of the Savior
and feeding His sheep.
The leader’s work is not about Pinterest-perfect handouts or fact-filled lectures. The leader’s work is to help
young men and young women learn and apply principles
that will help them lead in the Savior’s way. The following
are four of those principles.6
Prepare Spiritually

Help youth understand the power of their personal
spiritual preparation. Teach them to exercise faith in the
covenants they make in the ordinance of the sacrament.
Their willingness to take upon them the name of Christ, to
remember Him, and to keep His commandments qualifies
them to always have the companionship of the Holy Ghost.
They are not alone in their service when they are able to
receive, recognize, and act upon
the promptings of the Holy Ghost.
They prepare spiritually by
seeking guidance in fervent prayer
and searching the scriptures for
answers. They strive to keep the
commandments so that the Holy
Ghost will speak to them in their
hearts and minds that they may
feel and know who needs their
help and what they can do. They
feel the pure love of Christ for each
member of the class or quorum.
Spiritual preparation gives youth
the confidence that they are the
Lord’s agents and that they are on
His errand (see D&C 64:29).

THE RIGHT AMOUNT OF GUIDANCE

Y

outh need varying levels of support as they
learn to lead. Some can do

more on their own; others will need
more guidance. Parents can counsel
together as they help their children
learn to lead, and Young Men and
Young Women presidencies can
counsel together and with the bishopric as they determine how much
guidance to provide each youth in
the ward. The goal: to help each young man and
young woman improve, beginning where they are.

The Savior taught the precious and priceless
value of every soul (see D&C 18:10–15). Help our
youth understand the glorious truth that Jesus Christ
laid down His life and opened the way that all
might come unto Him. In gratitude for what He has
done, true servants of the Lord reach out and minister in loving kindness to every young man and every young
woman, for whom the Savior sacrificed everything.
Teach the Gospel of Jesus Christ

Participate in Councils

Teach youth the fundamental order and the revelatory
power of councils as they participate in this divinely
instituted process through which the Lord’s Church is
governed and individuals and families are blessed.7
Bishopric youth committee and quorum and class
presidency meetings are councils where youth learn
their duties and receive responsibilities to minister
to others.
Members of councils:
• Are unified with and follow the direction of priesthood leaders, who hold priesthood keys.
• Share their thoughts and ideas in a spirit of righteousness, holiness, faith, virtue, patience, charity, and
brotherly kindness.
• Work together, as guided by the Holy Ghost, to plan
what they will do to help those in need.
Minister to Others

Youth lead in the Savior’s way when they minister with
love and kindness. Joseph Smith taught: “Nothing is so
much calculated to lead people to forsake sin as to take
them by the hand, and watch over them with tenderness.
When persons manifest the least kindness and love to me,
O what power it has over my mind.” 8

Help young men and young women recognize opportunities to teach the gospel and understand that their
most important teaching will be their example. As youth
live according to the words of the prophets and keep the
standards in For the Strength of Youth, they lead in the
Savior’s way. By the integrity of their words and actions,
they demonstrate what it means to be a true disciple of
Jesus Christ. They stand as His witnesses without hypocrisy. Then, when they bear testimony, help teach a Sunday
lesson, or share gospel truths with their friends, they will
be filled with the Spirit and their words will have converting power.
Lead in the Savior’s Way

To lead in the Savior’s way is a sacred privilege that will
require youth to give their very best as they serve the Lord
at home, in the Church, and in the community. Young men
and young women who lead in the Savior’s way become
the message of the gospel of Christ, the answer to someone’s prayer, the angels who minister to those in need, and
the light of Christ to the world. ◼
NOTES

1. David A. Bednar, “Youth and Family History,” lds.org/youth/familyhistory/leaders.
2. Letter from Carol F. McConkie’s grandson, Mar. 13, 2015.
3. Handbook 2: Administering the Church (2010), 3.1.
4. Robert D. Hales, “Our Duty to God: The Mission of Parents and Leaders
to the Rising Generation,” Ensign or Liahona, May 2010, 95.
5. See Handbook 2, 5.
6. See Handbook 2, 3.2.
7. See Handbook 2, 4.1.
8. Teachings of Presidents of the Church: Joseph Smith (2007), 394, 428.
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CELEBRATING
FAMILY
HOME EVENING

I

n 1915, latter-day prophets counseled us to set aside an evening a week for our families. It was called “home evening” at
first—a time to learn the gospel and have fun together, while
strengthening our earthly and eternal connections.
One hundred years later, family home evening continues to
help us build families that will last for eternity. Prophets promise
that through it, greater faith and spiritual strength will grow in
our hearts, and greater protection, unity, and peace will abide in
our homes.
We all belong to a family on earth and are part of the family
of our Father in Heaven. Wherever we are in the world and
whatever our situation in life, we can celebrate and participate in
family home evening. ◼

Left: The Moua family recently moved to Thailand, where they learned
the gospel and were baptized. For family home evening they study the
Book of Mormon in both Hmong, their native language, and Thai, the
language of their new home.
Below: Having fun and playing games is one way the Santos family of
Portugal creates close friendships in family home evening.

Right: Family means more than mother, father, and children in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. So when Brother Suekameno gathers
his family for home evening, many from the village feel welcome to
join in.
Top: Sister Gercan of the Philippines uses Primary songs and traditional music to teach her children the joy of the gospel.
Above: The Anderson family, pictured here in the kitchen of their
Georgia, USA, home, love making cookies. They sometimes use them
as part of a lesson or simply as a treat.
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Above: Brother and Sister Reynolds
of Washington, USA, look for ways to
teach the gospel simply so their young
children can learn and understand.
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Right, from top: The Espinoza family of
Bolivia include their honored grandmother in family home evening as they
sing and learn of the gospel.
For the Jin family of Georgia, USA,
family history is a favorite home evening

activity. They enjoy teaching their children about their Korean heritage.
The Ligertwood family of Australia
sometimes go on outings as part of family home evening, exploring beautiful
parts of their city.

See page 3 in each issue of the Liahona
for family home evening ideas.
Share photos or videos of your family
home evening using #FamilyNight.

Learn more at facebook.com/liahona.
magazine.

By understanding and
obediently
following God’s
plan, we keep
ourselves from
wandering off
the path that
leads back to
our Heavenly
Father.

The Plan
of Salvation

By Elder
Robert D. Hales
Of the Quorum
of the Twelve
Apostles
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A SACRED TREASURE
OF KNOWLEDGE TO GUIDE US
The key to our success in our premortal life was
our support of the Father’s plan. It is likewise
the key to our success in mortal life.

I

have often pondered the hopelessness of God’s children wandering in the dark
and dreary world, not knowing who they are, where they came from, why they
are here on earth, or where they are going after their mortal lives.
We need not wander. God has revealed eternal truths to answer these questions. They are found in His great plan for His children. In the scriptures this plan
is known as the “plan of redemption,” 1 the “plan of happiness,” 2 and the “plan of
salvation.” 3
By understanding and obediently following God’s plan, we keep ourselves from
wandering off the path that leads back to our Heavenly Father.4 Then, and only
then, can we live the kind of life He leads, which is “eternal life, . . . the greatest of
all the gifts of God.” 5
The gift of eternal life is worth any effort to study, learn, and apply the plan of
salvation. All humankind will be resurrected and receive the blessing of immortality.
But to achieve eternal life—the life God leads 6—is worth living the plan of salvation
with all our heart, mind, might, and strength.
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us the way to become like our Heavenly Father and inherit
How empowering it is to know the plan! The plan of
eternal life.
salvation is one of the greatest treasures of knowledge ever
But the plan was not without risk: if we chose in morgiven to mankind because it explains the eternal purpose
tality not to live according to God’s eternal laws, we would
of life. Without it, we are truly wandering in the dark. This
receive something less than eternal life.16 Father knew we
is why God’s pattern is to give commandments to His
would stumble and sin as we learned by experience in
children “after having made known unto them the plan of
mortality, so He provided a Savior to redeem from sin all
7
redemption.”
who repent and to heal the spiritual and emotional wounds
My desire is to help each of us take advantage of this
of those who obey.17
treasure of knowledge—to better understand the plan of
Jesus Christ was the Father’s beloved, chosen, and fore
salvation and apply that understanding
ordained Son from the beginning.18 He
in our daily lives.
sustained the Father’s plan and offered
to be our Savior, saying, “Here am I,
Agency
Because agency is essential to this
send me.” 19 Thus, Jesus was appointed
plan, let us start there. Our Father
by the Father to be the One to live a
has given us the capacity to act or
sinless life in mortality, atone for our
8
to refuse to act according to eternal
sins and afflictions, and be resurrected
truths—the truths that make God
to break the bands of death.
what He is and heaven what it is.9 If
Lucifer, who came to be known as
we use our agency to accept and live
Satan, also lived in the premortal existhese truths, we receive everlasting joy.
tence.20 For selfish reasons he rejected
Conversely, if we use our agency to
the plan, sought to destroy the agency
Jesus Christ was the Father’s
disobey, to reject God’s laws, we expeof man, and rebelled against the
beloved, chosen, and foreordained Son
10
rience suffering and sorrow.
Father.21 As a consequence, Satan and
from the beginning.
Agency provides a fitting backdrop
those who followed him will never
for the three chapters of the plan of
have a body. They forfeited their
salvation: premortal life, mortal life, and postmortal life.
chance to participate in the Father’s plan and lost their
divine destiny.22 Today they continue their war of rebelPremortal Life
As declared in “The Family, a Proclamation to the
lion against God and seek to turn the minds and hearts of
World,” each of us “is a beloved spirit son or daughter of
humankind against Him.23
heavenly parents” with “a divine nature and destiny.” 11 In
This earth was designed and created for those who
a premortal council, Heavenly Father explained to us His
accepted the Father’s plan.24 Here we obtain a body creplan of redemption.12 The plan was based on doctrine, law, ated in God’s image and likeness. Here we are tested and
and principles that have always existed.13 We learned that if proven. Here we gain the experience necessary to inherit
we accepted and followed the plan, we would be required
eternal life.25
to willingly leave our Father’s presence and be tested to
Mortal Life
show whether we would choose to live according to His
God created Adam and Eve and joined them as husband
14
laws and commandments. We rejoiced at this opportuand wife, placed them in the Garden of Eden, and comnity 15 and gratefully sustained the plan because it offered
manded them to have children.26 Exercising their agency,
34 L i a h o n a
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Understanding the Plan of Salvation

Adam and Eve together fell from the presence of God and became mortal beings.27
This fulfilled the Father’s plan by making it
possible for them to have children, which
they could not do in the Garden of Eden.28
By eternal law, the divine power of procreation must be used within the bounds set
by our Heavenly Father. Doing so provides
opportunity for eternal joy. Any use of this
sacred power outside of God’s boundaries
will ultimately result in misery.29
Satan, who desires that all “be miserable
like unto himself,” 30 tries to draw us away
from the opportunities available through
the Father’s plan. Why does Heavenly Father
allow Satan to tempt us? Because He knows
that opposition is necessary for our growth
and testing in mortality.31 Opposition gives
us a priceless opportunity to turn to God
and rely on Him. Because good and evil are
constantly before us, we can clearly express

the desires of our hearts by embracing one
and rejecting the other.32 Opposition can be
found in Satan’s temptations but also in our
own weakness, the mortal frailties that are
inherent in the human condition.33
To help us choose wisely, God has
revealed His plan of redemption and has provided commandments,34 the Light of Christ,35
and the companionship of the Holy Ghost.36
Yet even with all of these gifts, every one of
us in this fallen world commits sin, and so
we are all incapable of entering the presence
of God on our own merits.37 That is why His
merciful plan provides a Savior.
Jesus Christ came to earth as the Only
Begotten Son of God and fulfilled His
appointed mission perfectly by submitting to the will of the Father in all things.38
According to the merciful plan of the
Father, the effects of the Fall are conquered
through the Resurrection of the Savior,39 the

Exercising their agency,
Adam and Eve together
fell from the presence of
God and became mortal
beings. This fulfilled the
Father’s plan by making
it possible for them to
have children.
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The very essence of
eternal life includes the
eternal marriage of man
and woman, which is an
essential part of becoming like our heavenly
parents.

consequences of sin can be overcome, and
weakness can turn into strength, if we avail
ourselves of the Atonement of Jesus Christ.40
We can qualify for eternal life only through
obedience to the commandments. This
requires having faith in the Lord Jesus Christ,
repenting, being baptized, receiving the gift
of the Holy Ghost, and enduring to the end
in following the Savior’s example.41 In practical terms, we must receive all essential priesthood ordinances and endure to the end in
keeping the associated covenants.
Postmortal Life

After we die, we will one day stand before
the Savior to be judged.42 Because God is
merciful, those who exercise their faith in
Christ unto repentance will be forgiven and
inherit all that the Father has, including
eternal life.43 Because God is just, each person who does not repent will not receive
the gift of eternal life.44 Each person will be
36 L i a h o n a

rewarded according to his or her faith, repentance, thoughts, desires, and works.45
Applying the Plan of Salvation in Our
Daily Lives

Once we understand the grand panorama
of the plan and see ourselves in it, we gain
something invaluable, even essential: eternal
perspective. Eternal perspective informs our
daily decisions and actions. It steadies our
minds and souls. When persuasive but eternally flawed opinions swirl about us, we are
steadfast and immovable.
As Elder Neal A. Maxwell (1926–2004) of
the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles taught:
“Without an understanding of the plan of
salvation, including our premortal existence
and the judgment and the resurrection, trying
to make sense of this life by itself would be
like seeing only the second act of a threeact play.” 46 We must understand the first act

ILLUSTRATION BY JAMES JOHNSON; CHRIST’S IMAGE, BY HEINRICH HOFFMANN

(premortal life) in order to know how to make the best
choices in the second act (mortal life), which will determine what happens to us in the third act (postmortal life).
Stated another way, understanding the plan of salvation,
coupled with sincere prayer, changes the way we see life,
everyone around us, and ourselves. Understanding the plan
clarifies our spiritual vision and allows us to see things as
they really are.47 Just as the Urim and Thummim enabled
the Prophet Joseph Smith to receive revelation and guidance,48 so will knowledge of the plan
show us how to “act in doctrine and
principle pertaining to futurity, according to the moral agency” the Lord
has given us.49 Thus, our faith will be
strengthened, and we will know how
to chart our life’s course and make
decisions consistent with eternal truth.
Here are a few examples that are
especially relevant in our time.

the man, in the Lord.” 54 The very essence of eternal life
includes the eternal marriage of man and woman, which is
an essential part of becoming like our heavenly parents.55
Marriage between a Man and a Woman

In marriage we complete one another, as only man
and woman with their unique and essential differences
can. Walking through mortality as husband and wife, we
grow together, drawing closer to the Savior as we obey,
make sacrifices to do God’s will, and build up His kingdom together. Knowing that eternal
marriage is a commandment of God
and that He prepares a way for His
children to accomplish all He commands,56 we know that our marriages
will succeed as we unite in keeping
the covenants we have made.
It is through the ordinances of the
priesthood and choosing to keep the
associated covenants that we receive
the power of godliness as we deal
The Purpose of Marriage in
with the challenges of mortality.57
God’s Plan
According to the merciful plan of
Marriage and family are under
The ordinances of the temple endow
the Father, the effects of the Fall
attack because Satan knows that they
us with power from on high and
are conquered through the Resurrection
are essential to obtaining eternal
enable us to return to the presence
of the Savior.
life—as essential as the Creation, the
of our Heavenly Father.58 The sealing
Fall, and the Atonement and Resurrection of Jesus Christ.50
ordinance enables husband and wife to grow together by
Having failed to destroy any of those pillars of the plan,
God’s power and be one with the Lord.59 Any substitute for
Satan seeks to destroy our understanding and practice of
this kind of marriage will not fulfill His sacred purposes for
marriage and family.
us or for the generations of His children who follow.60
With Heavenly Father’s plan as a fixed point of referAttractions and Desires
ence, the purpose of marriage comes clearly into focus.
Each of us comes to this fallen world with weakThe commandment to leave father and mother, cleave to
ness or challenge inherent in the human condition.61
one another in marriage,51 and multiply and replenish the
Understanding God’s plan enables us to see all human
52
earth makes His plan possible. Through marriage we bring frailties—including attractions and desires inconsistent with
His spirit children into the world and become partners with
His plan—as temporary.62 Knowing we lived before this life
53
Him in helping His children participate in His plan.
as beloved sons and daughters of heavenly parents enables
The Father’s plan provides us the way to inherit eternal
us to take our personal identity from our divine origin. It is
life, the life our heavenly parents lead. In the plan, “neither
our status as a son or daughter of God—not our frailties or
is the man without the woman, [nor] the woman without
tendencies—that is the true source of our identity.63
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As we daily apply our
knowledge of the
Father’s plan, our life will
take on deeper meaning.
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With this perspective, we are better able to
wait humbly and patiently upon the Lord,64
trusting that through our faith, obedience,
and endurance to the end, our dispositions
and desires will be purified, our bodies will
be sanctified, and we will truly become
the sons and daughters of Christ, perfected
through His Atonement.
The eternal perspective of the plan brings
the assurance that for the faithful, the day
will surely come that “God shall wipe away
all tears; . . . neither shall there be any
more pain: for the former things are passed
away.” 65 This “perfect brightness of hope” 66
will steady our minds and hearts and enable
us to patiently, faithfully wait upon the Lord.

predestined to receive less than all that the
Father has for His children.” 67
No blessing will be denied the faithful.
President Lorenzo Snow declared: “There is
no Latter-day Saint who dies after having lived
a faithful life who will lose anything because
of having failed to do certain things when
opportunities were not furnished him or her.
In other words, if a young man or a young
woman has no opportunity of getting married,
and they live faithful lives up to the time of
their death, they will have all the blessings,
exaltation and glory that any man or woman
will have who had this opportunity and
improved it. That is sure and positive.” 68

Promises for Those Who Faithfully Endure

Promises for All Who Know the Plan and
Apply It Daily

Those who wonder if their current circumstance or condition cuts them off from
eternal life should remember that “no one is

Each of us wholeheartedly supported
the Father’s plan in the premortal life. We
knew He loved us, and we were awed by

TEACH THEM TO UNDERSTAND, BY WALTER RANE

His generous offer of this opportunity to inherit all He has,
including eternal life. The key to our success in our premortal life was our support of the Father’s plan. It is likewise the key to our success in mortal life.
So my invitation is that together we stand again in support of the Father’s plan. This we do with love for all, for
the plan itself is an expression of the love of God.
As we daily apply our knowledge of the Father’s plan,
our life will take on deeper meaning. We will face our challenges with greater faith. We will press forward with the
sure, bright, resplendent hope of eternal life. ◼
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L AT T E R - DAY S A I N T VO I C E S

W

hen I was escorted
to the officers’ dining
room, the ship’s captain was
yelling and pointing his finger
at a young officer.

D

uring my tour aboard the USS
West Virginia, a call came for an
officer who spoke Portuguese to go
on a three-week exchange with the
Brazilian Navy. I was the only one
in the submarine force who spoke
Portuguese.
My initial feeling was not to go.
I had just finished a three-month
patrol and was looking forward to
seeing my family, but the exchange
would not leave my mind. I turned to
Heavenly Father in prayer, received a
strong answer that I should go, and
accepted the assignment.
The arrangements proved fraught
with hurdles. At one point I felt like
40 L i a h o n a

giving up. I thought, “How important
could this be?” The Holy Ghost, however, prompted me to push ahead.
Finally, after several delays, I
arrived on a Brazilian ship. When
I was escorted to the officers’ dining room, the ship’s captain was
yelling and pointing his finger at a
young officer. The captain saw me,
stopped, and said in broken English,
“Ah, my American friend has arrived.
Welcome. May I offer you something
to drink?”
I responded in Portuguese that I
would love a popular Brazilian soft
drink I hadn’t tasted since my mission.
He told me the ship had all kinds of

liquor on board, but I stated I did not
drink alcohol.
Later a knock came at my cabin.
When I opened the door, there
stood the young officer from the
dining room.
“You are an American,” he said.
“You do not drink alcohol. You speak
Portuguese. Could it be that you are
a Mormon?”
“Yes, I am,” I responded.
He threw his arms around me and
broke down sobbing.
This officer, Lt. Mendes, was a fairly
new convert and a recent graduate
of the Brazilian Naval Academy. On
board the ship, he quickly learned
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HOW IMPORTANT COULD THIS BE?

that the captain expected him to
share in the wild lifestyle of the officers when visiting ports. Instead, Lt.
Mendes constantly volunteered for
“in-port duty” and otherwise skipped
port-of-call activities. The captain
grew weary of this. When I entered
the dining hall, he was yelling at Lt.
Mendes for not joining in.
“You will go out with the officers
during our next port of call,” he had
ordered the lieutenant. “You will show
the visiting American officer what it
is like to have a good time. He will
expect that of us.”
For months, Lt. Mendes had been
praying that his captain would understand and accept his principles. With
my arrival, discussion of the gospel
became the center of most conversations in the dining room. We talked
with the other officers about Joseph
Smith, the Restoration, the Word of
Wisdom, and the law of chastity.
Feelings toward Lt. Mendes soon
changed. The officers removed the
openly displayed pornography, and
at the next port we all enjoyed a
meal together at a restaurant instead
of going to a club.
Near the end of my three weeks
onboard, and after many discussions
with the captain and officers about
our beliefs, the men softened their
hearts. “Now I understand,” the captain told Lt. Mendes before I left, adding that he would no longer ask him
to go against his principles.

I will never forget this experience.
Lt. Mendes and I learned that our
Father in Heaven knows us individually, loves us, and is concerned with
our personal lives. ◼
Kelly Laing, Washington, USA

SISTER SPAFFORD
WAS SPEAKING
TO ME

I

was playing an online restaurant
game late one night when my husband walked by and announced that
he was going to bed.
“I’ll be right in,” I told him.
“I’ll believe it when I see it,” he said.
I was playing a game in which I
cooked virtual food in a virtual restaurant for virtual customers. I looked at
the computer screen and said, “Actually,
I have food coming up in 15 minutes.”
To pass the time while I waited, I
picked up Daughters in My Kingdom:
The History and Work of Relief Society,
which had lain on the desk since
I had received it in Relief Society. I
began reading the preface. On the
third page I found the following by
Belle S. Spafford, ninth Relief Society
general president.
“The average woman today, I
believe,” she wrote, “would do well
to appraise her interests, evaluate the
activities in which she is engaged, and

then take steps to simplify her life,
putting things of first importance first,
placing emphasis where the rewards
will be greatest and most enduring,
and ridding herself of the less rewarding activities” (2011, xiii).
Other than the scriptures, never has
anything I have read touched me so
deeply. This woman who died more
than 30 years ago was speaking to me.
Her words are likely more relevant
today than when she said them.
I knew immediately that I would
never play online games again. I
turned off the computer, went to bed,
and told my husband of my decision.
The next day I did not even turn on
the computer. Instead, I figured out
how many hours I had wasted on
those games every day.
I multiplied three hours a day by
365 (days in a year) and divided by 24
(hours in a day). I was stunned to learn
that I had wasted 45.62 days per year.
Those precious hours and days are
gone forever. I could have spent them
reading my scriptures, spending time
with my husband and children, serving
others, or magnifying my callings.
General Authorities often address
this subject during general conference. Yet it had never hit home, and I
thought it did not apply to me.
I am grateful that the Holy Ghost
helped me recognize that the General
Authorities—and Belle S. Spafford—
were speaking to me. ◼
Sandy Howson, Ohio, USA
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I DIDN’T KNOW WHY I WAS THERE

M

y mother and I had just finished
our nightly prayer. We hugged
each other and said, “I love you.” Then
I walked to my bedroom. As I reached
for my door handle, a strong impression came into my mind that the next
day my mom would die.
My brain and heart tried to fight the
thought. There was no way that something was going to happen to my mom.
Everything would be fine with her.
Once in my room, I knelt in prayer
and told Heavenly Father that the
impression about my mom could not
be true. I asked Him to please take
the thought away, but it didn’t leave.
I returned to my parents’ room and
told my mom I wanted one more
hug and kiss before I went to bed.
We again said, “I love you,” and I
returned to my room. It took me a
while to fall asleep that night.

When I woke up the next morning, I was nervous. Thankfully, there
was my mom, happy and well. But in
the back of my mind, I still had that
nagging feeling that something wasn’t
right. At fast and testimony meeting
that day, Mom stood up and bore a
beautiful testimony.
After sacrament meeting she went
to teach her Primary class, and I went
to Sunday School. I had another distinct impression, this time to get up
and leave Sunday School. I didn’t want
to draw attention to myself, but something pulled me out of my seat and
out of the door. Within a few minutes,
I found myself sitting in my mom’s
Primary class listening to her teach.
I didn’t know why I was there, but I

knew that was where I needed to be.
Later that afternoon at my brother’s
house, my mom stared straight into my
eyes for the last time as she collapsed
and passed away from a pulmonary
embolism. For His reasons and in
His mercy, Heavenly Father had sent
the Holy Ghost to prepare me. Those
promptings gave me extra time with
my mom that I wouldn’t have enjoyed
had I ignored the still, small voice.
The love of my Heavenly Father
had never been so evident to me until
the events that took place around my
mom’s passing. How blessed we are
to have a Father in Heaven who loves
us enough to give us the special gift
of the Holy Ghost. ◼
Amber Cheney, Alabama, USA

I
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returned to my parents’
room and told my mom
I wanted one more hug and
kiss before I went to bed.

W

hen I called the boat’s office
and pleaded with them to
hold off the trip for two days, they
told me they couldn’t wait.

PRAYING MY WAY TO ROTUMA
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T

he Westerland left yesterday,” my
sister-in-law said as she greeted us
at the Nadi International Airport in Fiji.
I was sad and disappointed at the
news. The MV Westerland was the
boat that was supposed to take us
to see my elder brother on Rotuma
Island. Rotuma is approximately 375
miles (600 km) northwest of Viti Levu,
the largest of Fiji’s islands. If you miss
the boat, you most likely have to wait
days or even weeks for the next one.
A year earlier I had gone to Rotuma
to help my brother renovate our
grandmother’s house, and I left him
because of a job-related disagreement.
Now I wanted to see him face to face
and tell him how sorry I was.
A week before my wife, Akata,
and I flew to Fiji from Australia, my
niece told me that the Westerland
would be going to Rotuma the day
before we were scheduled to arrive. I

immediately called the boat’s office
and pleaded with them to hold off the
trip for two days.
“No, we couldn’t even if we wanted
to,” came the reply. “The Rotuma
Island Council has made preparations
for a welcoming feast, and the boat
needs to depart as scheduled.”
A thought flashed through my mind,
and I decided to fast and pray.
“Dear Heavenly Father,” I prayed, “I
would very much like to catch that boat
to Rotuma. I believe they can’t hold
off departure another day or two, but
Thou hast power to do it. Couldst Thou
please remove just one bolt anywhere
on the boat so as to stall the trip that I
might board? I need to go to Rotuma
and be reconciled with my brother.”
After we had heard the disappointing news, we made our way to the
port on the other side of the island.
There, however, we learned that the

boat had experienced engine troubles
and hadn’t left yet. Heavenly Father
had answered my prayer! As it turned
out, the entire engine—not just one
bolt—had to be removed to repair a
major oil leak.
When the boat finally left a week
later, I was on board. When I arrived
in Rotuma, I embraced my brother
and apologized, and we restored our
relationship. It was certainly a day
of jubilation.
I will be forever grateful for this
wonderful spiritual experience and for
the restored gospel of Jesus Christ. It
is a testimony that miracles still occur
today, that Heavenly Father lives and
answers our sincere prayers, that prayer
and fasting go hand in hand, and that
the gospel is true—even in a small village on the tiny island of Rotuma. ◼
John K. Muaror, New South Wales, Australia
(The author has passed away.)
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By Randall L. Ridd
Served as second
counselor in the
Young Men general
presidency from
2013 to 2015

I

learned the importance of real
intent when I was a young seminary
student. Our teacher challenged us
to read the Book of Mormon. To keep
track of our progress, he created a
chart with our names down one side
and the books in the Book of Mormon
across the top. Each time we read a
book, he placed a star by our name.
At first I didn’t put much effort into
reading, and it wasn’t long before
I found myself getting further and
further behind. Spurred by a sense of
embarrassment and my innate competitive spirit, I started reading. Every
time I got a star, I felt good. And the
more stars I got, the more motivated
I was to read—between classes, after
school, during every spare minute.
This would be a great story if I
could tell you that as a result of my
efforts I finished first in the class—but
I didn’t. And that would be OK if I
could tell you that I got something
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LIVING WITH

Real Intent
better than first place—a testimony of
the Book of Mormon. But that didn’t
happen either. I didn’t get a testimony. What I got was stars. I got stars
because that was why I was reading.
To use Moroni’s words, that was my
“real intent.”
Moroni was clear when he
described how to find out if the Book
of Mormon is true: “And when ye
shall receive these things, I would
exhort you that ye would ask God, the
Eternal Father, in the name of Christ,
if these things are not true; and if ye
shall ask with a sincere heart, with
real intent, having faith in Christ, he
will manifest the truth of it unto you,
by the power of the Holy Ghost”
(Moroni 10:4; emphasis added).
The Right Reasons

Looking back, I can see that the
Lord was totally fair with me. Why
should I have expected to find

Real intent
means doing
the right thing
for the right
reasons.

anything other than what I was looking for? Real intent means doing the
right thing for the right reasons; I was
reading the right book for the wrong
reasons.
It wasn’t until years later that I
finally read the Book of Mormon with
real intent. Now I know that the Book
of Mormon fulfills its divine purpose
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What Does the Lord Want
You to Do?

When I was a young man, I had
decided not to go on a mission.
After a year in college and a year in
the army, I had a good job at a local
hospital as an X-ray technician. Life
seemed to be going well, and a mission didn’t seem necessary.
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Living with real intent means understanding the “why”—the motives
behind our actions. Socrates said, “The unexamined life is not worth living.”
One day, Dr. James Pingree, a
surgeon at the hospital, invited me to
lunch. In the course of our conversation, he discovered that I was not
planning on serving a mission, and
he asked why. I told him I was a little
older and it was probably too late.
He told me that wasn’t a very good
reason, saying that he had gone on his
mission after he had finished medical
school. Then he bore testimony of the
importance of his mission.
His testimony had a significant
impact on me. It caused me to pray
as I’d never prayed before—with real
intent. I could think of a lot of reasons
not to go on a mission: I was shy. I had
a job I liked. I had a scholarship possibility that wouldn’t be available after a
mission. Most important, I had a girlfriend who waited for me while I was
in the army, and I knew she wouldn’t

wait another two years! I prayed to
get confirmation that my reasons were
valid and that I was right.
To my frustration, I couldn’t get the
easy yes-or-no answer I was hoping
for. Then the thought came to me:
“What does the Lord want you to
do?” I had to acknowledge that He
wanted me to serve a mission, and
this became a decisive moment in my
life. Was I going to do what I wanted
to do, or was I going to do the will of
the Lord? That is a question we would
all do well to ask ourselves often.
Gratefully, I chose to serve a mission and was assigned to labor in the
Mexico North Mission.
Eternal Consequences

Thirty-five years later, my son
encouraged me to visit Mexico with
him. We hoped to find some of the
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of testifying of the life and mission
of Jesus Christ because I have read
it with real intent.
The lesson I learned about real
intent and the Book of Mormon
applies to all of us in all aspects
of our lives. Too often we passively
follow patterns and habits that have
been developed through the years—
we just go through the motions
without carefully considering where
those motions are taking us. Living
with real intent adds focus and purpose to our lives and can make all
the difference. Living with real intent
means understanding the “why”—
the motives behind our actions.
Socrates said, “The unexamined
life is not worth living.” 1 So ponder
how you spend your time, and ask
yourself regularly, “Why?” This will
help you develop the ability to see
beyond the moment. It’s far better
to look ahead and ask yourself,
“Why would I do that?” than to look
back and say, “Why, oh, why did I
do that?”

Leonor’s children had gone on missions, and now grandchildren have
also served missions.
We learned that Leonor was a
much better missionary than I was.
Today her children thankfully recall
her tireless efforts to teach them the
gospel. She taught them that small
decisions, over time, result in a full,
righteous, and happy life, and they
have taught those things to others.
All told, more than 500 people have
come into the Church because of this
one wonderful family.
And it can all be traced back to
a conversation over lunch. I often
think that if Dr. Pingree had been
more focused on his career or other
worldly pursuits, he might never have
asked why I wasn’t serving a mission. But his focus was on others and
on furthering the work of the Lord.
He planted a seed that has grown,
brought forth fruit, and continues
to multiply exponentially (see Mark
4:20). My mission taught me the eternal consequences of a single decision
to do the Lord’s will.
Remember Your Eternal Purpose

I’ve often looked back on my life
and wondered why it was so difficult
for me to make the decision to go on
a mission. It was hard because I got
distracted; I lost sight of my eternal
purpose—the real intent of why we
are here.

My desires and my will were not
aligned with the Lord’s will; otherwise,
the decision would have been easier. And why were they not aligned?
I went to church and I partook of
the sacrament on Sundays, but I
didn’t focus on its meaning. I prayed,
but I was mostly going through the
motions. I read the scriptures but only
sporadically and without real intent.
I encourage you to live a deliberate and focused life—even if you
haven’t consistently done so in
the past. Don’t be discouraged by
thoughts of what you have already
done or not done. Let the Savior
wipe the slate clean. Remember what
He has said: “As oft as they repented
and sought forgiveness, with real
intent, they were forgiven” (Moroni
6:8; emphasis added).
Start now. Live an intentional life,
understanding why you do what you
do and where it will lead. As you do
these things, you will discover that the
most important “why” behind everything you do is that you love the Lord
and recognize His perfect love for
you. May you find great joy in your
search for perfection and in understanding and doing His will. ◼
From a worldwide devotional for young adults,
“Living with Purpose: The Importance of Real
Intent,” delivered at Brigham Young University–
ldaho on January 11, 2015. For the full address,
go to devotionals.lds.org.
NOTE

1. Socrates in Plato, Apology (2001), 55.
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people I had taught. We attended a
sacrament meeting in the little town
where I began my mission, but I
didn’t recognize a single person. After
the meeting, we spoke with one of
the members and asked if he knew
anyone on my list of people I had
taught so many years before. We went
through the list without any success,
until we got to the last name: Leonor
Lopez de Enriquez.
“Oh, yes,” the man said. “This family is in another ward, but they attend
church in this building. Their sacrament meeting is next.”
We didn’t have to wait long before
Leonor came walking into the building. Although she was now in her
mid-70s, I recognized her immediately, and she recognized me. We
shared a long, tearful hug.
“We’ve prayed for 35 years that you
would return so we could thank you
for bringing the gospel to our family,”
she said.
As other family members entered
the building, we shared hugs and
tears. Soon we discovered that the
bishop of this ward was one of
Leonor’s sons, the chorister was a
granddaughter, the pianist was a
grandson, and so were several young
men in the Aaronic Priesthood. One
of her daughters was married to a
counselor in the stake presidency.
Another daughter was married to the
bishop of a nearby ward. Most of

Faith, Service,
and a Loaf of Bread
By Nissanka (Nissh) Muthu Mudalige

I

moved to Armenia from Sri Lanka to
attend school in 2007, met the missionaries, and was baptized the next
year. After my baptism I yearned to
serve a full-time mission. I wasn’t able
to because I was over 25; however, the
mission president called me to serve
a mini-mission. My responsibilities
included working with the other elders
and preaching the gospel. I loved it.
A Test of Courage

At the same time, money was tight.
Then my father’s business collapsed,
and he could no longer send me
money. I had just enough for a few
days’ food. My university was close to
my residence, but the mission office
was a 30-minute bus ride. The trip
there and back cost me 200 drams
(about U.S.$0.50).
I still wanted to magnify my missionary service. When an elder called
me to visit a few members with him
and asked that we meet at the Central
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Branch building—over 40 minutes
from me by bus—I said yes, even
though I had only enough money to
buy one loaf of bread. I walked to the
Central Branch building. It was a hot
summer day, so I had to rest and drink
water along the way. It took over two
hours before I finally arrived. On the
two-hour walk back home, I spent my
last coin on bread.

As I walked home,
I didn’t feel tired.
The only thing I could
think of was the
old woman’s smile.

A Greater Test

Soon after arriving home, I received
a phone call from the same elder. He
said, “Nissh, I am sorry to call you
again, but one of the members is sick.
Could you come and be my companion while I give her a blessing?” I
wanted to tell him that I was too tired
after walking four hours in the heat,
but my heart didn’t let me. My faith
gave me strength and courage, so I
said I would go.
Right then my roommate came in.
I asked him if I could borrow enough
money to get me to the mission office.

He said that he had only money to
buy food until the end of the month,
so he couldn’t loan me any.
Suddenly, my eye focused on the
bread I had just purchased sitting on
the table, fresh—the only food I had.
I picked it up and said, “I just bought
this bread; can you take it and give
me a 100 dram?” He smiled and said
he would. I took the money and rode
the bus to the mission office.
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We visited that Church member,
an older woman who was bedridden. She could hardly open her eyes
to look at us, but she smiled at me.
She talked to me specifically, reminiscing on memories from earlier
in her life. She was so happy to see
us in her home. Together, the elder
and I gave her a blessing. She gave
us another smile, and I could see the
light in her face. Her daughter mentioned that our visit was the first time
in many months that she had seen
her mother smile.
I again walked another two hours
back home, but this time I didn’t feel
tired. The only thing I could think
of was the smile of the old woman
and our conversation. I felt Heavenly

Father had wanted me to visit her;
maybe that was what she needed to
have greater happiness during some
of her last days. I felt very grateful for
my opportunity to participate in that
visit. I asked Heavenly Father to bless
that woman. I also asked Him to bless
me with daily food during my difficult
financial time.
Blessings from Above

God didn’t leave me alone. My
friend shared his food with me that
month. I never went to bed hungry,
even though I didn’t have even a
penny in my pocket. I walked to the
mission office every day—and I
never felt tired. The sacrifice made
me happy.

That month I received many lunch
and dinner invitations. One day my
roommate and I were both destitute
and had only a small loaf of bread for
breakfast. That evening we were so
hungry. We walked down the street
to try to borrow money from a friend
when a car stopped with two native
Armenians inside. The men asked us
where we were from. After we said
we were from Sri Lanka, they invited
us to their home for dinner. They
loved hearing all about Sri Lanka and
we had a wonderful dinner.
I love my Heavenly Father and all
the blessings He gives to me continually. He is there to help me, and I feel
His loving care for me every day. ◼
The author lives in Armenia.
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By Elder
Dallin H. Oaks
Of the Quorum
of the Twelve
Apostles

RECOVERING FROM THE TRAP OF

PORNOGRAPHY
All of us must learn to respond appropriately
to media with sexual content.
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A

decade ago I spoke in general conference on the subject of pornography.
I added my voice to the voice of other leaders who have warned against
the devastating spiritual effects of pornography. I warned that too many
men and boys were being wounded by what I called the “promotional literature
of illicit sexual relations.” 1 Pornography use of any kind is evil—it is destructive of
spiritual sensitivity, it weakens ability to exercise priesthood power, and it harms
precious relationships.
Now, over 10 years later, I am grateful that many, hearing and heeding prophetic warnings, have avoided and remained clean and unspotted from the stains
of pornography. I am also grateful that many have heeded prophetic invitations to
turn from pornography, mend broken hearts and relationships, and move forward
on the path of discipleship. But I am more concerned than ever that others among
us continue to fall prey to pornography, especially our young men and even an
increasing number of young women.
A primary reason for the growing problem of pornography is that in today’s
world, words and images with sexual content and influences are everywhere: they
can be found in movies, TV programs, social media, text messages, phone apps,
advertisements, books, music, and everyday conversations. As a result, it is inevitable that all of us are being exposed to sexualized messages on a regular basis.

Youth
Turning to the Lord
in humility leads one
to accept certain
truths, which, when
fully understood,
provide strength and
eliminate shame.
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I. Levels of Involvement

The danger with any intentional use of pornogTo help us deal with this growing evil, I wish to identify
raphy, no matter how casual or infrequent, is that it
several different levels of involvement with pornography
always invites more frequent exposure, which will
and to suggest ways we should respond to each of them.
inevitably increase preoccupation with sexual feelings
In earlier times and circumstances, our counsel about
and behavior. Scientists have discovered that sexual
pornography focused principally on helping individuals
images produce chemicals in the brain that reward
to avoid initial exposure or to recover from addiction.
sexual feelings, which then encourage more attention
While those efforts are still important, past experience and
to sexual behavior.3 Immoral sexual behavior of any
current circumstances have shown the need for counsel
kind or degree produces feelings of shame, which,
addressed to levels of pornography use between the polar
over time, can be entrenched within an individual.
extremes of avoidance and addiction.
3. Intensive Use. Repeated intentional
It is helpful to focus on four different
use of pornography can make its use
levels of involvement with porno
a habit, “a behavior pattern regularly
Through
the
graphy: (1) inadvertent exposure,
followed until it has become almost
(2) occasional use, (3) intensive use,
involuntary.” 4 With habitual use, indigrace of Jesus Christ,
and (4) compulsive use (addiction).
viduals experience a need for more
all can be forgiven
stimulus to have the same reaction in
and
receive
the
power
1. Inadvertent Exposure. I be
order to be satisfied.
lieve that everyone has been
4. Compulsive Use (Addiction). A
to change.
inadvertently exposed to porperson’s behavior is addictive when
nography. There is no sin in this
it forms a “dependency” (a medical
when we turn away and don’t
term applied to the use of drugs,
pursue it. It is like a mistake, which calls for correcalcohol, compulsive gambling, etc.) amounting to
tion rather than repentance.2
an “irresistible compulsion” that “takes priority over
2. Occasional Use. This use of pornography may be
almost everything else in life.” 5
occasional or even frequent, but it is always intentional, and that is its evil.
II. The Significance of Understanding These Levels
Pornography stirs and magnifies powerful sexual
Once we recognize these different levels, we also recogfeelings. The Creator gave us these feelings for His
nize that not everyone who uses pornography willfully is
wise purposes, but He also gave commandments that
addicted to it. In fact, most young men and young women
limited their expression to a man and a woman who
who struggle with pornography are not addicted. That is a
are married. Pornography debases appropriate sexual
very important distinction to make—not just for the parexpression and encourages the expression of sexual
ents, spouses, and leaders who desire to help but also for
feelings outside the boundaries of marriage. Those
those who struggle with this problem. Here is why.
who use pornography are trifling with forces so
First, the deeper the level of involvement one engages
powerful that they can create life or destroy it. Don’t
in—from inadvertent exposure, to occasional or repeated
go there!
intentional use, to intensive use, to compulsive (addictive)
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use—the more difficult it is to recover. If behavior is incorrectly classified as an addiction, the user may think he
or she has lost agency and the capacity to overcome the
problem. This can weaken resolve to recover and repent.
On the other hand, having a clearer understanding of the
depth of a problem—that it may not be as ingrained or
extreme as feared—can give hope and an increased capacity to exercise agency to discontinue and repent.
Second, as with any sinful behavior, willful use of pornography drives away the Holy Ghost. Some who have experienced this will feel prompted to repent. Others, however, may
feel embarrassed and seek to hide their guilt through deceit.
They may also begin to feel shame, which can lead to selfloathing. If this happens, users may begin to believe one of
Satan’s greatest lies: that what they have done or continue to
do makes them a bad person, unworthy of the Savior’s grace
and incapable of repentance. That is simply not true. We are
never too far out of reach from the Savior and His Atonement.
Finally, it is important not to label even intensive or habitual use of pornography as an addiction because that does

not accurately describe the circumstances or the full nature
of the required repentance and recovery. Having a better
understanding of where a person is in the process will also
allow a better understanding of what action is necessary
to recover.

III. Escaping Pornography

Now let us consider how individuals can escape and
recover from the trap of pornography. This will be helpful
not only to those struggling to overcome the use of pornography but also to the parents and leaders who help
them. Individuals will be more successful in both avoiding
and recovering from pornography as they discuss these
subjects with parents and leaders.6
Regardless of the level of involvement in intentionally
viewing pornography, the road to recovery, purity, and
repentance follows and requires the same basic principles: humility, discipleship, commitment to a personal
plan for change, accountability and support, and enduring
in faith.

ILLUSTRATION BY MAJIVECKA/ISTOCK/THINKSTOCK

Acting upon these truths also
requires individuals to recommit to living as a disciple of the
Lord Jesus Christ and to doing
those things that purify and
strengthen them to withstand
future temptations.
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A. Humility

To truly conquer pornography and its associated behaviors, individuals must develop humility
(see Ether 12:27). Turning to the Lord in humility
leads one to accept certain truths, which, when
fully understood, provide strength and eliminate
shame. Some of these truths include:
• Each of us is a beloved child of a loving
Heavenly Father.
• Our Savior, Jesus Christ, loves and knows each of us
personally.
• Our Savior’s Atonement applies to all of God’s children.
• Through the grace of Jesus Christ, all can be forgiven
and receive the power to change.
• Each of us has the priceless gift of agency, which allows
us to draw on the power and strength of the Atonement.
• Individuals who struggle with pornography can draw
hope from the fact that others have succeeded in this
battle.
• Pornography is evil, but engaging in it does not make
the person evil.
• Any individual can escape the trap of pornography
and fully recover, but this is possible only through
drawing on the power of the Atonement.
• True repentance from pornography requires more than
simply ceasing to use it. Such repentance requires a
change of heart through the Atonement of Christ.
Accepting these truths prepares one spiritually to act
upon them, which opens the door to receiving the Lord’s
help to make the needed changes to repent and recover.

B. Discipleship

Acting upon these truths also requires individuals to
recommit to living as a disciple of the Lord Jesus Christ and
to doing those things that purify and strengthen them to
withstand future temptations. This means commitment to
personal religious behaviors: daily meaningful prayer and
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Depending on
the depth of the
problem, individuals may require
the support of a
trusted, experienced person or
a professional
counselor.

scripture study, attendance at church meetings, service,
fasting, and (when approved by the bishop) partaking of
the sacrament and worshipping in the temple.

C. Commitment to a Personal Plan

Humble disciples of Jesus Christ will gain the sensitivity
to recognize the deep feelings, social situations, and physical surroundings that trigger the temptation to use pornography. Having analyzed those triggers, they will develop a
personal escape plan to help them:
• Recognize triggers and cravings as they occur.
• Establish specific actions to help them withdraw from
the temptation.
• Redirect thoughts and energy toward the Lord.
• Outline daily specific actions to fortify their personal
commitment to live righteously.
When developing a personal plan, individuals should
utilize the excellent resources provided by the Church. For
example, the Church website overcomingpornography.org
has content for individuals as well as the family members
and priesthood leaders who support them. In addition, the
Church’s Addiction Recovery Program is available to all
members who struggle with any addictive behavior, and
will also help their family members.

D. Accountability and Support

Humble followers of Jesus Christ who acknowledge that
they need the Savior will also seek the help of their bishop,
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who was called by the Lord as their priesthood leader and
are sons and daughters of our Heavenly Father. Through
who holds the necessary keys to enable them to repent.
proper and complete repentance, they may become clean,
With the consent of the individuals involved and if the
pure, and worthy of every covenant and temple blessing
bishop feels so inspired, the bishop may also call someone
promised by God.
else to work with and help them. No matter the circumWhen the time for marriage comes, I encourage young
stances, this counsel from President Gordon B. Hinckley
women and young men to be careful to select a partner
(1910–2008) applies:
to be their companion through eternity who is clean and
“Plead with the Lord out of the depths of your soul that pure before the Lord and worthy to enter the temple.
He will remove from you the addiction which enslaves
Individuals who fully repent from pornography are worthy
you. And may you have the courage to seek the lovof these blessings.
ing guidance of your bishop and,
if necessary, the counsel of caring
V. Conclusion
7
professionals.”
Throughout our lives, all of us will
Each of us has
Depending on the depth of the
encounter material with sexual conthe priceless gift of
problem, individuals may require the
tent. With the guidance of our loving
agency, which allows
support of a trusted, experienced
Savior, including the assurance from
person or a professional counselor to
the sacramental covenants that we
us to draw on the
whom they can turn at any hour to
may always have His Spirit to be with
power and strength
be strengthened in moments of weakus (see D&C 20:77), we can always
of the Atonement.
ness and who can hold them personrespond appropriately. I testify that
ally accountable to their plan.
this is what we should do to enjoy
E. Enduring in Faith
the blessings of Him whom we worPersons who have repented and have been blessed to
ship. As we do, we will more fully receive the peace of the
overcome the desire to use pornography must still be vigSavior and we will remain on the path to our eternal destiny
ilant, because the adversary will still seek to exploit their
of exaltation. ◼
human weakness. Inadvertent exposure may still occur
NOTES
1. See Dallin H. Oaks, “Pornography,” Ensign or Liahona, May 2005,
despite all efforts to avoid it. Throughout their lives, individ87–90.
2. See Dallin H. Oaks, “Sins and Mistakes,” Ensign, Oct. 1996, 62–67.
uals must learn to control their God-given sexual feelings
3. See Donald L. Hilton Jr., M.D., “Pornography Addiction—a
and maintain their efforts to be clean.
Supranormal Stimulus Considered in the Context of Neuroplasticity,”

IV. Compassion for All

Now a word regarding how we treat those who have
been ensnared by pornography. All of us need the
Atonement of Jesus Christ. Those struggling with pornography need our compassion and love as they follow
needed principles and steps of recovery. Please do not
condemn them. They are not evil or without hope. They

Socioaffective Neuroscience and Psychology, vol. 3 (2013),
socioaffectiveneuroscipsychol.net/index.php/snp/article/view/20767;
see also “Porn Changes the Brain,” fightthenewdrug.org.
4. Webster’s Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language
(1989), “habit.”
5. American College of Physicians Complete Home Medical Guide
(1999), 564.
6. In addition, young people and their parents ought to have frank but
appropriate conversations about human reproduction. Youth who hear
about human sexuality from their peers rather than their parents are
more likely to seek information about it through pornography.
7. Gordon B. Hinckley, “A Tragic Evil among Us,” Ensign or Liahona,
Nov. 2004, 62.
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ave you ever had someone
tell you that something
you did or said was just
what they needed? Sometimes this
happens because Heavenly Father
sent you at just the right moment
to help. You were in tune with the
Spirit, so you could recognize that
prompting from Heavenly Father.
Stay worthy and willing to help—
you never know when He’ll need
you to be someone’s angel.
Here are two stories of people
who did just that:

THE PARKING
TICKET
By Fátima Rocha Gutiérrez

I

went to the movies with some
friends of mine from church.
When we entered the mall, we
were given a ticket for the parking lot. After the movie ended,
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we realized that we had lost the
parking ticket. At first we thought
we could just pay for the ticket,
but none of us had the 180 pesos
needed for the fine.
The consequence of not paying
for parking was leaving the car at
the mall to get towed, which would
be even more expensive. Despair
overcame my friends, especially the
one who was driving since the car
belonged to his father. I stepped
away to say a prayer. I asked
Heavenly Father with all my faith
and humility to provide us a way
to resolve our problem and return
safely to our homes. I will never
forget what happened just seconds
after I finished my prayer.
As I was walking back toward
the car, someone behind me started

calling my name. It was Francisco,
a friend from high school. He
asked what I was doing, and I told
him what had happened. Without
hesitation, he got out his wallet and
gave me enough money to pay for
the lost ticket. This act of kindness
was an immediate response to my
supplications to Heavenly Father.
Francisco may never know what
a great help he was, but I know
that I will be deeply grateful for the
rest of my life.
Sometimes the ways Heavenly
Father answers our prayers are
surprising, but coincidences don’t
exist. Our Heavenly Father and
Jesus Christ know us perfectly and
move the threads of our lives.
I know that when we live
righteously, we enjoy countless

Fátima!
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blessings that only Heavenly Father
can grant us, including His promise
to us that “if [we] do these things,
[we] shall be lifted up at the last day”
(Alma 37:37). ◼
The author lives in Baja California,
Mexico.

A TIMELY
PHONE CALL
By Chen Ching Chuan

ILLUSTRATION BY BRYAN BEACH

G

rowing up, I didn’t believe
there was a God. My life was
full of turmoil, and in my darkest
days I was depressed enough that
I wanted to end my life. That was
when the missionaries came knocking on my door. The gospel was
exactly what I needed; I was drawn
to it like a magnet.
My trials didn’t end after I joined
the Church, but I was in a better
position to resist the influence of
the adversary. For the first time, I
knew what happiness felt like.

However, depression didn’t
loosen its grip easily. At one point
I wanted to give up again. At that
moment Sister Ting, the bishop’s
wife, called. She told me she had
a feeling she needed to call me.
She asked how I was doing. I bore
my soul to her. To me, she was an
angel sent by God.
That incident empowered me.
My faith was strengthened. I felt
like I could conquer death. I felt
delivered, like it says in Alma
36:2–3:
“They were in bondage, and
none could deliver them except
. . . God. . . .
“. . . Whosoever shall put their
trust in God shall be supported in
their trials, and their troubles, and
their afflictions, and shall be lifted
up at the last day.”
I still have trials, but I will not
be easily beaten again. God has
supported me through all my trials
and worries. He has saved me

from spiritual prison and bondage,
even death. He is my Savior. ◼
The author lives in Taichung, Taiwan.

GOD WATCHES OVER US
“God does notice us, and he watches
over us. But it is usually through
another person that he meets our
needs. Therefore, it is vital that we
serve each other in the kingdom.”
President Spencer W. Kimball (1895–1985),
Teachings of Presidents of the Church: Spencer W.
Kimball (2006), 82.
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(See L. Tom Perry, “How to Fill Your Book of Life,” Liahona, Feb. 2014, 61; New Era, Feb. 2014, 48.)

Each day brings a new page to write on. Live so that
every page says, “I’m glad I did” not “I wish I had.”

YOURWhat
BOOK
OF
LIFE
will you put in it?

LINE UPON LINE
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Genesis 1:26–27

What does it mean to be created in God’s image?

THE IMAGE OF GOD
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“The earth and all things on it
should be used responsibly to sustain the human family. However, all
are stewards—not owners—over
this earth and its bounty and will be
accountable before God for what they
do with His creations.”
“Environmental Stewardship and Conservation,”
mormonnewsroom.org; see also Doctrine and
Covenants 104:13–15.

MALE AND FEMALE

“All men and women are in the
similitude of the universal Father and
Mother and are literally the sons and
daughters of Deity.”
The First Presidency, “The Origin of Man,”
Improvement Era, Nov. 1909, 78; Ensign,
Feb. 2002, 29.

“Gender is an essential characteristic of individual premortal, mortal, and
eternal identity and purpose.”
“The Family: A Proclamation to the World,” Ensign
or Liahona, Nov. 2010, 129.

Editors’ note: This page is not meant to be a comprehensive explanation of the selected seminary
scripture mastery verses, only a starting point for
your own study.
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MY
SEARCH

for

TRUTH

I had always been taught that there was no such thing as God,
but I decided to find out for myself.

H

aving been raised in a competitive and non-religious
Asian country, I have always had a great desire to
become a successful person, but I didn’t have any
eternal principles or truths to guide me. In my country,
“successful” meant being rich and powerful.
My parents always taught me that there was no such
thing as God. For them, religion or God was a bunch of
nonsense and only for weak people. For a long time I
considered myself atheist. They taught me that I shouldn’t
trust anyone but myself. So from a young age I have used
my high ambitions as motivation to study and work
extremely hard.
My parents had high expectations for me. They wanted
me to keep my grades high at all times. It made me sad
to see their disappointed faces or to hear them argue with
each other when I got a bad grade. Along with my regular
schoolwork, I would also have to do extra homework on
the weekend so I could keep an A average.
Even after accomplishing goals I had set, I still felt that
there was something more in store for my life. Deep in my
heart, I knew that surely there had to be more to it.
One day I decided I was going to find out for myself if
there really was a God. If He did exist, I wanted to know
what He wanted for me or if religion was just a bunch of
nonsense created by the imagination of human beings. I
was not afraid to receive either one of these two answers.
I just wanted the truth.
Around that same time, I became close friends with one
of my basketball teammates named Taylor. One morning
60 L i a h o n a

I asked him for a ride to school. He said yes, but I would
have to get up an hour earlier to go to seminary with him.
I reluctantly said yes, not knowing what it was. I enjoyed
seminary, though more because of what I felt than what I
learned.
Soon after that, Taylor asked me to go to church with
him. At first I thought church was a little boring and weird,
but eventually I was moved by the warm and peaceful
feeling that I felt at the service.
However, I still wasn’t persuaded that the good feeling
had anything to do with God. How did I know that it didn’t
come from myself? How did I know that I didn’t make
myself feel that way?
After many internal debates, I went to Taylor’s mom in
search of answers. She told me that I could receive my
answers by reading the scriptures and praying about the
answers that I was looking for. I prayed without receiving
any answers and struggled to obey the rules and commandments that I was learning about. I became frustrated
many times. I expected a marvelous and dramatic appearance of God or some sort of miraculous event to prove that
God was real. Basically, I wanted an unshakable testimony
all at once. The truth is, the more I prayed, the more clarity
I felt in my life. The more I followed the commandments,
the happier I became. The more I read the scriptures,
the more revelation I received. Gradually, my testimony
increased, like the rising sun in the morning.
It took me two years to decide to be baptized a member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

ILLUSTRATION BY DAN BURR

By Peng Hua

“Belief and testimony and faith
are not passive principles. They
do not just happen to us. Belief
is something we choose—we
hope for it, we work for it, and we sacrifice for it.
We will not accidentally come to believe in the
Savior and His gospel any more than we will accidentally pray or pay tithing. We actively choose
to believe, just like we choose to keep other
commandments.”
Elder L. Whitney Clayton of the Presidency of the Seventy,
“Choose to Believe,” Ensign or Liahona, May 2015, 38.

Though I lived many good moral standards and principles
before, I can now say that I have found the eternal and
ultimate truth: God lives. Jesus is the Christ, our Savior and
Redeemer. The heavens are open. A prophet of God walks
the earth today. The Atonement of Jesus Christ is real. God
really does forgive all repentant sinners. I may not be as
smart or as gifted as other people, but the knowledge I
have is priceless. ◼
The author lives in California, USA.
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WE CAN CHOOSE
TO BELIEVE

Amazing

YOUNG MEN AND YOUNG WOMEN
IN THE SCRIPTURES
You can learn from and follow the examples of the many righteous
youth whose stories are preserved in the scriptures.

T

he Lord loves the youth of
the Church. He has a great
amount of trust in you. In
every age, the Lord has inspired
valiant young men and young
women to lead and bless His people. He needs their creativity, courage, and originality. It has always
been so and will continue to be so.
The many examples of young
heroes run like a golden thread
through the scriptures. Even
though they lived long ago, you
can follow their examples and
relate to their lives. They had fam
ily problems; they lived among
unrighteous people; they faced
“Goliaths,” but their courage, obedience, and faith in Jesus Christ got
them through their challenges—
just as these qualities can for
you too.
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Abraham

David

Joseph of Egypt

Esther

Abraham’s determination, courage,
and willingness to raise his voice
against wickedness were amazing—
even more amazing considering
that his father worshipped idols. As
a young man, he stood so strongly
for righteousness that he was almost
killed as a sacrifice. (See Abraham
1:2–7.)

He was 17 years old when his
older brothers sold him into slavery,
yet with the Lord’s blessings, Joseph
was able to make something good
from this difficult situation. He wasn’t
defeated, because he never gave up.
His trust in the Lord was continuous.
Joseph’s inner greatness showed
itself in the noble way he forgave the
injustices that were done to him. (See
Genesis 37; 45.)

As a teenager David was a
shepherd, and he fought against
a bear and a lion to protect his
father’s sheep. His self-confidence
didn’t come from his abilities as a
shepherd; it came from his faith in
Heavenly Father, as shown in his
fight against Goliath. (See 1 Samuel
17:32–54.)

She had the determination to
place her own life in jeopardy in
order to save her people. It was
not Esther’s beauty but her spiritual
characteristics that made her a great
person. (See Esther 4–5.)

Daniel

He obeyed the Lord’s law of
health despite others around him
not doing so. He prayed, even

ILLUSTRATION BY ANDREW BOSLEY

By Gisela Guthier
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though praying to Heavenly Father
was against the king’s commands.
Due to his righteousness and openness to inspiration of the Spirit,
Daniel was blessed by the Lord
with the gift of interpreting dreams
and visions. He received power
and wisdom from Heavenly Father
to the extent that in times of danger, the powers of heaven were at
his disposal. (See Daniel 1; 6.)

Nephi

Nephi was an incredible example when he said, “I will go and
do the things which the Lord hath
commanded” (1 Nephi 3:7). He
had the courage to do what he was
asked to do. Did he live in a comfortable home? No, he lived in the
wilderness for many years. Were
things going well for him? No, his
brothers were often angry at him
and sometimes tried to kill him.
Through it all, he obeyed the Lord’s
commands.

Two Thousand Young Ammonites

These young men were raised
by faithful parents, and their faith in
their mothers’ words blessed them.
They learned to listen and obey with
exactness, and in their battles they did
not doubt that their Father in Heaven
would protect them. (See Alma
56:45–48.)

Mormon

When he was 15 years old, the
Lord visited him because he was
humble, clean, and pure, despite the
filthiness of the people around him.
Also at age 15, Mormon was made
a leader of the army. Later he was
entrusted with keeping the scriptures.
(See Mormon 1–2.)

Joseph Smith

At age 14 he searched the scriptures and prayed to know which
church to join. The Lord called him
to restore the gospel and the Church
of Jesus Christ. Joseph dedicated his

entire life to fulfilling that assignment,
despite many obstacles and difficulties. At age 17 he was visited by the
angel Moroni, who showed him the
golden plates. Even at a young age,
Joseph Smith was a powerful teacher
and a great example to those around
him. (See Joseph Smith—History 1.)

Your Day

Have the days of amazing young
men and women passed? No! The
angel Moroni told Joseph Smith that
Joel’s prophecy was about to be
fulfilled:
“I [the Lord] will pour out my spirit
upon all flesh; and your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy, your old
men shall dream dreams, your young
men shall see visions:
“And also upon the servants and
upon the handmaids in those days will
I pour out my spirit” ( Joel 2:28–29; see
Joseph Smith—History 1:41). ◼
The author, who was a seminary teacher,
lived in Germany and passed away in 2012.
October 2015
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

“When my mom was
sick, we fasted and
prayed for her, but she
died anyway. How can I
make peace with that?”

T

his is a sad time in your life. It’s normal to want reassurance and answers to your many questions: “Why
didn’t she live? Will I see her again? How can I go on
without her?”
The gospel of Jesus Christ offers both comfort and
answers. The Lord promised, “Blessed are all they that mourn,
for they shall be comforted” (3 Nephi 12:4). Seek the Holy
Ghost, for He is the Comforter.
You wonder whether your prayers were heard. Rest assured:
Heavenly Father always hears our prayers. The scriptures and living prophets promise us that is true. What the Lord said to Joseph
Smith applies to you too: “Thy prayers and the prayers of thy
brethren have come up into my ears” (D&C 90:1). But we need
to remember that Heavenly Father answers our prayers with an
eternal perspective in mind (see Isaiah 55:8–9). That’s why we follow the Savior’s example of asking for blessings but then sincerely
asking for the Father’s will to be done (see Luke 22:42).
Even though it is hard, this trial can be a time of growth for
you. You can learn to have faith in the will of God, even if that
means your mom wasn’t healed. Of course you wanted her to
live. But the test of this mortal life is to trust in God at all times—
especially when it’s difficult. If you trust Him, “all things shall
work together for your good” (D&C 90:24).

Death Is Part of the Plan
According to our Heavenly Father’s
plan of happiness for us, our return
to His presence is based upon death
and resurrection, which will help us
change from this mortal state to an
immortal state. You need only accept
the fact that death is part of the plan
and believe that one day you will
be able to once again be with your
deceased mother. Know that your
mother is in the spirit world and that
she is waiting for you.
David M., age 18, Western Kasai,
Democratic Republic of the Congo

She’s in the Spirit World
My mother was diagnosed with cancer
two years ago. I didn’t like watching her in pain, and I wished that I
could do something. And although
my mother got better, it was a hard
experience. Your mother is in a place
where she won’t feel pain or suffering. It’s hard not to see her anymore,
but you are never alone. She will
always love you, and our Heavenly
Father will always be there to lift you
up when you are low. You will never
be abandoned. Jesus Christ suffered
the pains of the world; He knows
how you feel and what you are going
through. Do as I did in my time of
trial: go to Him and He will make
your burdens light.
Shiloh W., age 18, Chihuahua, Mexico
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Responses are intended for help and perspective, not as official pronouncements of Church doctrine.

You Will See Her Again
My mom’s mother died when my
mom was 17. The family fasted and
prayed for her for several weeks
before she died. She also was given a
priesthood blessing. The main thing
that gave my mom peace was knowing that she could see her mother
again in the next life. My mom’s goal
is to live her life so she will be worthy of that blessing. I am sad that I
will never be able to meet her in this
lifetime, but I look forward to the time
when we will finally meet.
Cari R., age 15, Utah, USA

Inaê L., age 19, Minas Gerais, Brazil

Trials Teach Us
My mom passed away three years
ago. Your relationship with your
Heavenly Father and Savior will grow
if you look to Them in your time
of need. You will find that this trial,
devastating as it may be, can also
be a blessing. Pray to your Father in
Heaven for peace and reassurance.
Trust in the Lord’s plan for you.
Accept that Heavenly Father knows
where we are going and what we
need to get there. The Lord loves you
and wants you to have joy. Our trials
are meant to teach us and make us
stronger.
Meghan B., age 18, Ontario, Canada

Youth

Your Family Will Be Reunited
My mother died when I was only 12
years old. At that time I was not a
member of the Church. When she was
sick, I prayed a lot that my mother
would be well. I had much faith, and
I trusted in God in the hope that her
health would return. Sadly she did not
recover. I questioned why she had
to die at such a young age and leave
me while I was still a teenager. I was
angry and came to the point where
I doubted that God existed. Now
that I am a member of the Church,
I understand the plan of salvation.
I know that she is waiting for me
and that our family will be reunited.

YOU DID
EVERYTHING
YOU COULD
“As to the healing
of the sick, [the
Lord] has clearly
said: ‘And again, it shall come to
pass that he that hath faith in me
to be healed, and is not appointed
unto death, shall be healed’ (D&C
42:48; emphasis added). All too
often we overlook the qualifying
phrase ‘and is not appointed unto
death.’ . . . Do not despair when
fervent prayers have been offered
and priesthood blessings performed and your loved one makes
no improvement or even passes
from mortality. Take comfort in the
knowledge that you did everything
you could. . . . The experiences of
prayer, fasting, and faith may well
have been more for our benefit.”
Elder Lance B. Wickman, member of the
Seventy from 1994 to 2010, “But If Not,”
Ensign or Liahona, Nov. 2002, 30–31.

U P C O M I N G Q U E ST I O N

“Some people tell me
I need to have friends
who don’t share my
standards in order
to strengthen mine.
Is this true?”

Submit your answer and, if desired, a high-resolution
photograph by November 15, 2015, at liahona.lds.org,
by email to liahona@ldschurch.org, or by mail (see
address on page 3).
The following information and permission must be
included in your email or letter: (1) full name, (2) birth
date, (3) ward or branch, (4) stake or district, (5) your
written permission, and, if you are under age 18, your
parent’s written permission (email is acceptable) to
publish your response and photograph.
Responses may be edited for length or clarity.

A Winning Decision
By Marissa Widdison
Church Magazines
Based on a true story

“Remember the sabbath day, to keep
it holy” (Mosiah 13:16).
iranda hurried through the
front door, thankful that her
house was cooler than the hot
summer weather outside. She was
sweaty from playing her last football
game of the season and frustrated
because the Teal Turbos had lost.
Again.

M
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Mom came into the room carrying
a water bottle and a bag of leftover
orange slices from the game. “You
played a great game. Being goalie is
a rough job.”
Miranda had played well—she
had blocked a lot of shots and
kicked harder than usual. But most
of the other girls on her team had
never played football before, and
today made it official: they had lost
every game this season.
“I just wish I could be on a team

that won once in a while, you
know?” A few tears leaked out of
the corners of Miranda’s eyes and
fell onto her blue-green jersey. As
she squeezed her eyes shut, the
phone rang.
Mom picked up the phone and
after a moment said, “It’s for you.”
“Hi, Miranda? This is Tom, coach
of the Chili Kickers. I was watching
your game today. You looked great
out there.”
Miranda’s heart started beating
faster. The Chili Kickers was the best
football team in the league!
“Our team is going to the regional
championship games next month.
You played so well today that I want
you to come with us as a back-up
goalie.”
Miranda’s heart nearly leaped out
of her chest. This was her chance to
play with a winning team!
“I’d love to come!” Miranda
said. They talked for a few minutes about the details before
she hung up and ran into
the other room to tell Mom.
Together they started writing the dates of the practices and games on the
family calendar.
Suddenly Mom
stopped writing, her pen
hovering above one of
the calendar squares.
“Uh-oh. Miranda,
these games are on
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This was her chance to play on the winning team—how could she say no?

Children

A DAY OF DELIGHT
The scriptures teach us that the

Sabbath should be a delightful day
(see Isaiah 58:13). What happy

things can you do on Sundays?

What are some beautiful, creative

ways you can worship Heavenly
Father?

Sundays. Here, look.” She pointed
to the game schedule and turned
to Miranda with a worried frown.
“What do you think we should do?”
Miranda’s heart sank, and she
bit her lip as she thought about her
options. Mom might let her play if
she asked, but when she thought
about playing on Sunday—and
especially about missing church—
she got a sick feeling in her stomach. She knew Sunday was for
going to church and worshipping
Heavenly Father, and she couldn’t
really do those things while playing
football.
“I think I should probably call
him back and tell him I can’t play,”
Miranda said. She tried hard not to
cry. Even though she knew it was
the right choice, it was hard to give
up something she wanted so badly.
“And you know what I think?”
Mom said, giving her a big hug. “I
think you are one great kid.”
That Sunday, as Miranda sat in
Primary, she thought about the good
decision she had made. The coach
was surprised when Miranda had
called and said she couldn’t play
football on Sundays. He had tried to
get her to change her mind, but she
had stuck with her decision. Now,
as she listened to the Primary songs
and lessons, Miranda smiled. The
peaceful feeling in her heart told her
that she was in the right place. She’d
made a winning decision after all. ◼
October 2015
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QUESTION CORNER

What do you love most about being
a member of the Church?
I like that during the sacrament we get to
take the bread and water in remembrance
of Jesus Christ. The bread reminds us of
His body, and the water reminds us of His
blood. When we’re taking the sacrament,
we can close our eyes and think of all the
things Jesus did for us.
Ava J., age 9, North Carolina, USA

I love going to Primary and singing songs.
Hayden H., age 5, Utah, USA

I like to learn about Jesus Christ, and I like going
to Primary and making friends.
Catherine W., age 7, North Carolina, USA

I like learning that families can be together
forever. (Renee)
I can have friends, I can read the
scriptures every day, and I can learn the
gospel. (Ralph)
Renee and Ralph E., ages 9 and 10, Metro
Manila, Philippines

I love that I get to make a lot of new friends
and I can teach my friends who aren’t
members about the gospel. I get to listen
to general conference and listen to the
prophet and the Apostles speak. Family
home evening is also really fun because
sometimes we go out for ice cream. Yum!
Savannah H., age 12, Washington, USA

I love it when I feel the Holy Ghost. I can feel
the Holy Ghost a lot while listening to talks
and lessons. I also feel it when I help others.
Kaylee C., age 7, Virginia, USA

NEXT QUESTION

“When my mom and dad argue, I feel very worried and
sad. What can I do?”
My favorite thing is that we can learn and
play at the same time, and we can learn
more about Jesus Christ. I like learning
about Him because He’s my Savior. (Liz)
I like to learn about Jesus, and I
know that Jesus loves us. (Lalo)
Liz and Lalo S., ages 8 and 6, California, USA
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Do you have some advice about this? Send us your

answer and photo by October 31, 2015. Find our address
on page 3 or email us at liahona@ldschurch.org. (Put

“Question Corner” in the subject line.) Remember to
include a parent’s permission!

Responses are intended for help and perspective, not
as pronouncements of Church doctrine.

Children

OUR PAGE

Sister missionaries, by Abril S., age 9, Mexico

I THANK THEE, GOD

Four boys from the same ward in
Argentina were baptized on the
same day. Their bishop (center)
stands with them.

I thank Thee, God, for the light,
For it shines through day and night.
I thank Thee, God, for the trees,
For they seem to ease that powerful breeze.
I thank Thee, God, for much more that I
can’t define,
But I know deep to the core that You’ve
created this life of mine.
While this life of mine may not be so fine,
As long as I’m alive, I am satisfied.
Nisha J., age 10, Republic of Palau

My brother and a family friend received their
mission calls. We drove eight hours to the temple
in Freiberg, Germany, so they could receive their
temple endowments.
We stayed for five days so my family could do
a lot of temple work. There is a hostel for families
on the temple grounds. Some other children and
I helped the gardener, and he gave us ice cream.
We had a lot of fun.
I look forward to next year when I will be 12 and
will be able to do baptisms in the temple.

Alicka S., age 11, Slovakia
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Learn about the New Testament together this year!

SCRIPTURE TIME

By Erin Sanderson

A

fter Jesus was resurrected and
returned to heaven, Peter and
the other Apostles preached in many
places, but only to Jewish people.
Cornelius was an officer in the
Roman army. He believed in God,
but he was not Jewish. An angel
appeared to him and told him to
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send for Peter. Cornelius sent his
men to find Peter, and the Holy
Ghost told Peter to go with them.
At Cornelius’s house, Peter taught
the many people who had gathered
there. He told them about the
gospel of Jesus Christ, and they felt
the Holy Ghost and knew it was

true. When Peter’s friends found out
that he had preached to people who
weren’t Jewish, they were shocked.
But Peter told them he had learned
that the gospel of Jesus Christ is
for everyone. (See Acts 10:1–48;
11:1–18.) ◼
The author lives in Utah, USA.

LEFT: ILLUSTRATION BY CRAIG STAPLEY; RIGHT: DETAIL FROM CHRIST’S IMAGE, BY HEINRICH HOFMANN, COURTESY OF C. HARRISON CONROY CO.

Peter, Cornelius,
and the Angel

Children

GET READY
TO SHARE!

One way to become a good
missionary is to try to be more like
Jesus. Cut out the badges and fill
in a trait you would like to practice.
Maybe you could work on being
“Elder Kind” or “Sister Grateful.”
Put your badge where it can remind
you of your goal.

Elder

Sister

Sister

Elder

FAMILY TALK

Read Matthew 28:19–20. Talk about how we can share the gospel
with everyone. Think of questions your friends or neighbors might
have about the gospel. You can practice asking and answering the
questions by role-playing with your family.

SCRIPTURE TIP

We can understand the scriptures better when we share what
we are learning. Read a scripture passage with your family and talk
about what difficult words or phrases mean, what the scripture
means to you, and ways to apply it in your life.

Song: Choose a song about missionary work, such as “We’ll Bring
the World His Truth” (Children’s Songbook, 172).
Scripture: Matthew 28:19–20
Video: Go to Biblevideos.org to watch “Peter’s Revelation to Take
the Gospel to the Gentiles.”

LEARN MORE

Before Peter was called to be a disciple, he was a fisherman
known as Simon. Jesus gave him the name Peter, which means
“stone” or “rock.” After Jesus left the earth, Peter was the chief
Apostle and led the Church. He held the keys, or authority, of the
priesthood.
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It was after midnight,
but Tate knew it was
time to talk.

Finding Help
72 L i a h o n a

Children

By Kimberly Reid
Based on a true story

“Heav’nly Father, now I pray, guide
and guard me ev’ry day” (Children’s
Songbook, 19).
ate lay awake in the darkness,
blinking back tears. He had
prayed for help, but it seemed like
a heavy black cloud hung over him,
shutting out the Spirit.
“What if I never forget that awful
TV show?” he worried.
A few days ago, he had finished
his homework early and flipped
on the TV. But he hadn’t expected
to see something like that on the
screen. Tate was so shocked that
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T

he forgot to turn off the television
as quickly as he should have.
It was an accident. He hadn’t
meant to watch a scene like that,
but now he couldn’t forget it.
Sometimes it popped into his head
in the middle of school, at the dinner table—even during church. At
times like that, he was glad Mom
and Dad couldn’t read his mind.
Tate’s parents had taught him not to
look at pictures of people without
clothes on. He knew that they also
expected him to avoid violent TV
shows, movies, and video games.
“Now I know why,” Tate mumbled to himself.
Tate got out of bed and onto his
knees again. What could he do?
“Heavenly Father,” Tate whispered. “Please help me stop thinking about what I saw.” He wiped
away the tears that had been forming in his eyes and listened. His
heart beat faster. He thought he felt
the Holy Ghost prompting him, but
it wasn’t the answer he wanted.
He needed to tell his parents.
“Why?” Tate wondered. He
would feel like a baby going into
his parents’ room in the middle of
the night. And to tell them? He felt
embarrassed and sick all over again.

Then a clear thought came into
his mind: Heavenly Father wanted
him to be happy. Heavenly Father
wanted him to feel the Spirit again,
to think about good things, and to
be honest with his family. He especially wanted Tate to become a worthy Aaronic Priesthood holder when
he turned 12 in a few months. Tate
realized that if he held on to what
he had seen and kept it a secret, he
would stay unhappy about it.
Tate knew he needed help—and
the Holy Ghost had just told him
where to find it.
Tate looked at the digital clock’s
glowing numbers beside his bed. It
was nearly 1:00 in the morning. He
stood up and headed into the dark
hallway toward his parents’ room.
Swallowing nervously, he tapped on
their door.
“Mom? Dad?”
“Tate, is that you?” came Mom’s
sleepy voice.
“Is something wrong?” Dad asked.
“Yeah,” Tate said. “Can we talk?
And can I maybe get a blessing?”
Dad clicked on his bedside lamp
and invited Tate inside. For the first
time in days, Tate felt warmth, hope,
and light. ◼
The author lives in Utah, USA.
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Oh No! Now What?
I

t can happen anywhere—at home, at school, or at a friend’s
house. Suddenly you see something you know isn’t good—on a
phone, TV, computer, or game device, or in a book or magazine.
Now what can you do to feel better?

Get away from it. Turn it off. Put it down.
Treat it like it’s poison for your brain—because
that’s what it is.

Tell your mom or dad. Parents know you best, and they want to help
you be safe and happy. Don’t be embarrassed. What happened to
you happens at some time to almost everyone.

Keep talking. It might help you to
tell your mom or dad whenever

Don’t just sit there. Watch or read

anything you saw during the day

something good. Do something active.

made you feel uncomfortable.

Do a good deed. Go be around family

Parents can help you make a plan

or friends.

to protect yourself from seeing
inappropriate things. If you feel
trapped, worried, or like you want
to see something inappropriate
again, be sure to tell them about
that too.

Remember who you are. You’re not bad
because of what you saw. You are a child
of God, and He loves you and wants to

Let it go. Picture yourself letting go of a balloon and watching it float away. Try to
relax and let what you saw float out of your mind. Now picture the temple, your
family, or something else you love to see.
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help you be safe and happy.

FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

Children

Paul’s Pumpkins

ILLUSTRATIONS BY AMY WUMMER

By Ray Goldrup
Based on a true story

Paul was helping Dad plant a garden. He wished his brother Eric was here to help.
But Eric was far away on a mission.
“I’ll never be big like Eric,” Paul said. “How can I go on a mission like him?”
“Don’t worry,” Dad said. “You’ll grow.”
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Dad handed Paul some pumpkin
seeds. He helped Paul plant them.
“These little seeds will grow into big
pumpkins?” Paul asked.
“If you take good care of them,”
Dad said.

Paul came out to look at the garden every day. He watered it, and
soon tiny sprouts came up. The
leaves got bigger. Paul carefully
pulled up weeds.
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Children

By fall his pumpkin plants had grown. And there were big orange pumpkins!
Paul grabbed Dad to show him. “You took great care of your pumpkin plants!” Dad said.
“Yup! And I’ll take good care of me, so I can get big too.” Paul grinned. “And when I’m big,
I can go on a mission just like Eric!” ◼

The author lives in Utah, USA.
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The Pumpkin Patch
How many pumpkins did Paul grow?
Can you find the other hidden objects? ◼
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Children

One in a Million
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UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN

By President
Henry B. Eyring
First Counselor
in the First
Presidency

THE WAY TO
SAFETY

One of the ways we may know that a
warning is from the Lord is that the law
of witnesses, authorized witnesses, has
been invoked.

T

here seems to be no end to the
Savior’s desire to lead us to safety.
And there is constancy in the way He
shows us the path. He calls by more
than one means so that it will reach
those willing to accept it. And those
means always include sending the
message by the mouths of His prophets whenever people have qualified
to have the prophets of God among
them. Those authorized servants are
always charged with warning the people, telling them the way to safety.
When tensions ran high in northern
Missouri, USA, in the fall of 1838, the
Prophet Joseph Smith called for all the
Saints to gather to Far West for protection. Many were on isolated farms
or in scattered settlements. He specifically counseled Jacob Haun, founder
of a small settlement called Haun’s
Mill. A record of that time includes
this: “Brother Joseph had sent word
by Haun, who owned the mill, to
inform the brethren who were living
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there to leave and come to Far West,
but Mr. Haun did not deliver the message” (Philo Dibble, in “Early Scenes
in Church History,” in Four Faith
Promoting Classics [1968], 90). Later,
the Prophet Joseph recorded in his
history: “Up to this day God had given
me wisdom to save the people who
took counsel. None had ever been
killed who [had abided] by my counsel” (History of the Church, 5:137).
Then the Prophet recorded the sad
truth that innocent lives could have
been saved at Haun’s Mill had his
counsel been received and followed.
In our own time, we have been
warned with counsel of where to
find safety from sin and from sorrow.
One of the keys to recognizing those

warnings is that they are repeated.
For instance, more than once in these
general conferences, you have heard
our prophet say that he would quote
a preceding prophet and would
therefore be a second witness and
sometimes even a third. . . . The
Apostle Paul wrote that “in the mouth
of two or three witnesses shall every
word be established” (2 Corinthians
13:1). One of the ways we may know
that the warning is from the Lord is
that the law of witnesses, authorized
witnesses, has been invoked. When
the words of prophets seem repetitive,
that should rivet our attention and
fill our hearts with gratitude to live in
such a blessed time. . . .
Our Heavenly Father loves us. He
sent His Only Begotten Son to be our
Savior. He knew that in mortality we
would be in grave danger, the worst
of it from the temptations of a terrible
adversary. That is one of the reasons
why the Savior has provided priesthood keys so that those with ears to
hear and faith to obey could go to
places of safety. ◼
From “Finding Safety in Counsel,” Ensign, May
1997, 24–26; Liahona, July 1997, 23–25.

INSIGHTS

How often do we speak kind words to one another?
“We might test ourselves by asking a few questions. . . . 1. When was the last time I sincerely praised my companion, either alone
or in the presence of our children? 2. When was the last time I thanked, expressed love for, or earnestly pleaded in faith for him or
her in prayer? 3. When was the last time I stopped myself from saying something I knew could be hurtful? 4. When was the last
time I apologized and humbly asked for forgiveness—without adding the words ‘but if only you had’ or ‘but if only you hadn’t’?
5. When was the last time I chose to be happy rather than demanding to be ‘right’?”
Linda K. Burton, Relief Society general president, “We’ll Ascend Together,” Ensign or Liahona, May 2015, 31.
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